
Dear Daddy, Please Keep Me (Naughty or Nice Book 7)

Author: Morticia Knight

Dear Santa,

For Christmas this year, may I please get my very own Daddy who is looking for a boy to keep? Because I’m a little, I need lots of cuddles and attention. So, a

Daddy who can only see me on occasion, or who’s never been a Daddy before, probably won’t want me. Maybe I need two Daddies? I promise I’ll be the bestest

boy ever! I pick up my toys, do my chores and take my naps without argument. And since I’m not little all the time, I can also keep my Daddy happy in other ways.

I hope you can find me a Daddy who was meant for me. I haven’t had anyone take care of me in a long time and I’m feeling lost. Santa, I’ve been a very good boy

this year, so pretty please can you make my Christmas wish come true?

Love,

Eric

Dear Daddy, Please Keep Me is part of the Naughty or Nice multi-author series. From this installment, you can expect a healthy dose of fluff, a large

Squishmallow collection, inappropriate peppermint stick usage and two silver fox Daddies. Each book in the Naughty or Nice series can be read as a standalone,

but there are so many boys hoping that holiday magic will bring them their perfect Daddy, why not grab them all?

Ranger: A Standalone MM Romance

Author: Nora Phoenix

I’ve been living under storm clouds since my honorable discharge, but Julian’s the sun.

I’ve tried everything to deal with my PTSD from yoga to sunning my butthole, but nothing seemed to help.

So when my brother suggests a service dog, I figure I don’t have anything to lose. The last thing I expect is for the dog to come with a cheerful, quirky trainer I

can’t get out of my head…

I’m too screwed up for love, but a chance to explore a side of myself I didn’t realize existed until recently is too good to pass up.

But the more I get to know Julian, the more I start to think I might not be beyond saving after all...

Ranger is a low angst standalone MM romance featuring a slightly grumpy veteran, a sunshiney animal trainer, an ornery goat, a deaf donkey, and some

seriously hot encounters, resulting in a very happy ending. While Ranger was a side character in Heart (Ballsy Boys 3), his book is a stand alone and can be read

on its own.

Beautiful and Terrible Things

Author: Riley Hart

We were six years old when I fell in love with Gage Beaumont. 

 

We were seventeen when he realized he felt the same. 

 

His dad was the town troublemaker, and I was the son of a cop. We couldn't have been more different, yet we were best friends, had each other's backs, and kept 

each other's secrets. What you are, I am, we always said. 

 

Then one night irrevocably changed our lives forever. 

 

It's ten years before I see Gage again, and instantly I can tell he's not the same boy I fell in love with. We're both haunted and hardened by the memory of that 

night--of everything we did and saw. 

 

Yet as much as we've changed, the connection between us lingers. Our history is so devastatingly complicated that it's difficult to allow ourselves happiness. With 

every touch, every laugh, every moment we take back, the more signs I see of the old Gage resurfacing. Little by little, I'm becoming the Joey he remembers too. 

 

But it's never that easy. If we truly want to heal, we have to find strength not only in each other, but in ourselves. Life is filled with beautiful and terrible things, and 

this time, we'll do whatever it takes to hold on to the good, and to each other.



 

Warning: While this is a story about friendship, found family, and two men epically in love, it also deals with difficult themes: childhood physical and verbal abuse,

some violence, depression, and anxiety.

Glasgow Lads: Books 1-3

Author: Avery Cockburn

Three novels plus an essential short story!

They’re out. They’re proud. They’re a wee bit daft. Meet the Warriors, an all-LGBT football/soccer team from Glasgow, Scotland, as they seek and find love, one

lad at a time.

Book 1: Playing for Keeps

Fergus Taylor is damaged goods. Reeling from a brutal breakup, he’s determined to captain his LGBT soccer team out of scandal and into a winning season. For

that, he needs strict rules and careful plans. He does NOT need a brash, muscle-bound lad messing with his head and setting his body afire.

John Burns has a rule of his own: Don’t get attached. Boyfriends are for guys with nothing to hide. Nobody—not his university mates, not the men he

beds—knows his family’s shame. Now his double life is starting to unravel, thanks to a certain Highlander whose storm-riddled eyes turn John inside out, who

wears a kilt like he was born in it.

Fergus is the first man John wants to share his secret with—but he’s the last man who could handle it. John knows the truth would shatter Fergus’s still-fragile

heart. But how can he live a lie when he’s falling in love?

Book 2: Playing to Win

Colin MacDuff has nothing. Growing up in a Glasgow slum, he learned never to trust, never to cry—and never EVER to be at the mercy of anyone, especially rich

men. So how did he end up half-naked at a rave with Scotland’s hottest young aristocrat?

Lord Andrew Sunderland has everything. From ancestral castle to posh prep school, he’s spent his life wrapping others around his wee finger. With a social circle

full of celebrities and politicians, nothing can stop Andrew’s rise to the top. Nothing, that is, save his desire for a dirt-poor, wolf-eyed footballer whose scars and

tattoos tell unbearable tales.

Colin and Andrew come from different worlds, believe in different worlds, want different worlds. Yet every time they touch, all worlds fall away.

Set amid the fiery Scottish-independence struggle, this searing gay romance tells the story of two men who must lose everything to win each other's hearts.

Book 2.5: Play It Safe

After living together for three months, Fergus and John have come to love each other’s quirks, and the bond between them is starting to look permanent. But

when John wants to take things to the next level, Fergus balks, haunted by the betrayals in his own past.

To overcome these fears, Fergus must embark on an epic, steamy journey—literally—one that will test his faith, his trust, and his ability to keep a cool head in a

hot, hot place.

In this followup story to Playing for Keeps, Fergus and John must overcome bad advice, broken headboards, and the Doppelgänger from Hell to find their forever

bliss. A must-read for Glasgow Lads fans—and for new readers, a short ’n’ sweet intro to this hot new Scottish gay-romance series!

Book 3: Playing With Fire

 

Robert McKenzie has a secret. As the only straight player on an all-LGBT soccer team, he’s known to fans as “McWhataWaste.” No one would guess Robert’s 

actually bisexual. At twenty-one, on the verge of a brilliant career in video game design, he’s finally ready to be his true self. The only thing keeping him in the 

closet is…his gay best friend? 



Liam Carroll has a problem. His gorgeous pal and teammate wants to kiss him and touch him and…everything with him. But for how long? With Robert embarking

on a bright future—far from their rough-and-tumble East End streets—Liam may soon be left behind. He can’t risk falling in love with a man he can’t live without.

His solution? Keep things casual, “see what happens.” 

 

Aye, right. After a single camping trip, the bridge back to mere friendship has been well and truly burned. Now Robert wants more than sex, but diehard cynic

Liam won’t drop won’t drop the barriers around his heart. These two tough center-backs must find a way forward as lovers, or their lifelong bond—the heart of the

Warriors team—will rupture for good.

Sheriff's Secret (Brigs Ferry Bay Book 1)

Author: K Webster

From USA Today bestselling author K Webster comes a steamy and emotional MM romance!

When you’re the sheriff of Brigs Ferry Bay, certain things are expected of you.

Marry a local girl, settle down, have a few kids. You know, the small-town dream.

But I’ve got a secret I’m terrified will get out.

I’m gay.

Not bi. Not curious. Not confused.

Just gay.

So, settling for that dream won’t be happening.

If this secret gets out, the people I serve and protect, especially my father, won’t be accepting.

I’m not brave like my high school sweetheart, Kian.

The day he came out was the day I had to let him go, and with it, love.

I’ve done a great job of pretending I’m perfectly fine being single. Until a villainous and annoyingly charming new B&B owner, Dante Kincaid, rolls into town. The

spark between us is electric and undeniable. He wants to give me a taste of what he has to offer, and better yet, he vows to be discreet. I’m too selfish to refuse.

But my secret is still a heavy burden, leaving me handcuffed to expectations and unable to fully grasp what I want—him. History has a way of repeating itself, but

this time around, with Dante, it’ll hurt a lot worse.

I have to decide if I’m going to let love slip away again or if I’m going to finally fight for it.

***Brigs Ferry Bay is a steamy MM romance series. While each book can be read as a standalone, in order to get the full experience, they're best read in order.

Enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, hurt comfort, age-gap romance, and so much more. Fall in love with the charming small-town gay romances of Brigs

Ferry Bay...***

The Defiant Alpha (West Coast Wolves Book 2)

Author: Susi Hawke

An unwanted alpha and omega long-presumed dead... fate has a way of righting old wrongs.

Stolen from his mother’s arms and reported stillborn at birth, “Thirteen” has spent nearly twenty-one years in structured captivity with other stolen omegas. His

brothers. A few have disappeared over the years, but twelve remain. An even dozen omegas, each with a secret superpower.

Working together under the light of the full moon, their combined gifts help Thirteen escape—he’s their only hope of finding outside help to rescue them all.

Except Thirteen is injured and nearly dies as he flees into the night. Collapsing on the side of a desert highway with the sound of a rumbling motorcycle in his

ears, Thirteen is sure all hope is lost.

Until it’s not…

Found by his true mate, Thirteen is saved—and mated—before the full moon begins to wane. Buckle in for a heart-filled adventure. Omegas are rescued, babies

are made, a pack finds its heart, and a birth family is reunited with the one miracle they never could’ve dared imagine possible.

The West Coast Wolves is an mpreg series about five alphas. A small pack of bikers who spent years riding the highways and helping those in need until fate

gave them each a pack to lead. The second in series, this 50k full-length novel is Lucian’s story. Prepare yourself for a few tissue moments, lots of laughter, and a

birth scene you won’t soon forget. But then again, this is a Susi Hawke book so what else can you expect? Possible trigger for child abduction, betrayal from a

medical provider, and off-page mention of stillbirth.



Just a Bit Wrecked (Straight Guys Book 11)

Author: Alessandra Hazard

A plane crash. A homophobe and a gay man stranded together on a desert island. A love born out of hatred, need, and mutual desperation.

Andrew Reyes is handsome, rich, and very straight—he’s married to a gorgeous woman. Outspoken about his distaste for gay people, he isn’t shy about his

opinion as he watches the gay couple he and his wife share a flight with.

Logan McCall is handsome, rich, and openly gay. He isn’t impressed with the bigoted jerk across the aisle, no matter how easy on the eyes he is.

To their shock and horror, they’re the only survivors when the plane crashes—stranded on a desert island with no hope of rescue, and no one but each other to

depend on for survival.

As the days turn into months, can disdain, antipathy, and a craving they don’t understand and can’t resist turn into a connection? Or something more?

Just a Bit Wrecked is a steamy gay romance with a happily ever after. Book #11 in the Straight Guys series but can be read as a standalone.

Pretty Boy (Perfect Boys Book 1)

Author: K.M. Neuhold

Once upon a time, in a little Texas town in the middle of nowhere, there lived a boy who everyone called ugly…

When half your face is covered in a big, blotchy birthmark, you get used to the staring and the whispers. You get used to feeling unwanted.

Until he walks into my bar…

Tall, gorgeous, and all kinds of out of place. And the way he looks at me ain’t like no way I've ever seen before.

Does he mean it when he says he wants to take me away from here? Nobody’s ever wanted me around for long. Can I believe Barrett when he says that’s what

he wants?

Something about the word Daddy on my lips makes it all seem possible. Even if I don’t really believe anyone would want to keep an ugly boy like me forever…

*** Pretty Boy is a low-ish angst, steamy, sweet Daddy story with NO age play.

Watch Me

Author: Sloane Kennedy

Nikolai 

My rules when it comes to my job in personal protection are pretty simple: 

 

1. Protect the client’s life, not their feelings. 

2. Don’t put hands on a client unless you’re getting them out of harm’s way. 

3. For God’s sake, don’t do something stupid like fall in love. 

 

Twenty-four hours after meeting Jude Archer, rules 1 and 2 are already out the window. 

 

Thankfully there’s no chance of falling for the callous businessman who cares more about his next deal than he does his own safety. 

 

Jude may have managed to make fools of all the guys his wealthy boss and rumored lover has hired to watch him, but he’s playing in the big leagues now. The 

son of a bitch might not value his life, but I’m pretty fond of mine. 

 

Time to teach the clueless Jude Archer a few hard lessons… 

 

Jude 

My rules for success aren’t for everyone, but they should be. 

 

1. Work hard. 

2. When you’re on the verge of giving up, work harder. Life owes you nothing. You have to take what you want. 

3. For God’s sake, don’t do something stupid like get distracted by feelings. 



With just weeks between me and the closing of the deal that will give me everything I want, I don’t have time to worry about a supposed stalker who hasn’t had

the balls to do anything more than send a few threatening letters to my wealthy boss. 

 

Sure, I sent a few so-called bodyguards packing. Even if I thought I was in serious danger, I can’t have someone watching me 24/7. My life works the way it does

for a reason and no one, not even the gorgeous Russian ex-soldier who thinks he can scare me into submission, is going to change that. 

 

Nikolai Falkov thinks he has something to teach me? Yeah, good luck with that. 

The Faker Rulebook

Author: Baylin Crow

The Faker Rulebook: A perfect guide to a successful fake relationship with your straight best friend.

Noah—Rook Oliveira stumbled into my life when I was eleven years old.

Being the scrawny new kid at school with a mouth full of braces, I never expected to become unlikely best friends with the most popular boy in seventh grade.

At eighteen, I gathered the courage to tell him I was gay and admitted I'd never kissed a guy. He offered to be my first. Straight or not, that kiss had burned with

nearly tangible fire and tattooed the moment on my heart.

I've spent the last four years trying to forget it.

Now we're seniors in college, and I've learned why secret relationships are a bad idea.

My brother is getting married, and my cheating ex is the best man. Honestly, Rook is more upset about it than I am. He comes up with this crazy plan to be my

fake boyfriend for the week of the wedding.

If we're doing this, then we need to set some rules. Between fake kisses and sharing a bed, things could get messy. Because I'm in love with my best friend—and

he has no idea.

The rules are simple. I never expected Rook to be the one that started breaking them.

We Have Till Dawn

Author: Cara Dee

It wasn’t like he’d never done this before...

Nicky Fender retired from sex work two years ago and never looked back. Then an offer he can’t refuse comes his way, and he agrees to one last exclusive

arrangement. Good money and an apartment in Manhattan? He’d be a fool to turn that down. 

The deal is dusk till dawn for two months. But once he meets Gideon—an older, quirky, autistic, filthy, uncertain businessman who wants to explore his

sexuality—Nicky wishes sunrise would never come.

Origin (Scales 'N' Spells Book 1)

Author: AJ Sherwood

Cameron wants to make it clear that he did not go into the festival to find a dragon mate.

Germany is supposed to be an escape. With a new mechanical engineering degree, a new job looming, and a whole life planned out that isn’t his, Germany 

seems like the best place to find himself. 

 

So, how does he end up discovering his lost magic heritage, running from bad guys with a secret agenda, and being adopted by the not-so-extinct Fire Dragon 

clan? 

 

Cameron blames tall, dark, and sexy Alric, King of the Fire Dragons. His fated mate. Because of course he is, and mates are meant to take the blame, right? 

 

It may take a hot second, but as Cameron learns more about the scarred Alric and the life he’s landed in, Cameron realizes that perhaps this is where he’s meant



to be, magic and mates and kidnapping and all. 

 

Turns out coming to Germany wasn’t an escape but his awakening. 

 

Tags: Not-so-extinct, Shifter dragons, mages, fated mates, secret clans, epic libraries, hurt/comfort, not mpreg, age gap, not that Alric cares, magical heritage,

mechanical engineers being BAMF, grumpy dragon kings being protective of their cute mates, really the cuteness is downright criminal, we might need a firehose

for these two, or not, sass, so much sass, Ravi and Cameron are no longer allowed to be alone together, for reasons, dragons hoarding, when you live long

enough statistics will get you, bats named Cheryl, beheadings, no damsels in distress here, just very unhappy mages, with trigger fingers, anyone have life hacks

on how to get rid of kidnappers, Cameron is open to suggestions.

Dear Daddy, Please Praise Me (Naughty or Nice Book 5)

Author: Luna David

Dear Santa, I want a Daddy who will take care of me...

Sanders doesn’t believe he’ll actually find a Daddy through a dating app. He’s not much to look at, and his life is a mess. A Daddy would never be interested in

someone like him. But he’s lonely.

He hasn’t been kissed for three long years.

Briggs moved to the small tourist town of Red Canyon, Utah to get away from his fast-paced life in Chicago. But he also moved away from most of his dating

prospects. Downloading a dating app seems like an obvious choice. The boy he messages is sweet, nervous, and drinks up every word of praise Briggs gives

him. But he’s too nervous to meet face to face, claiming that Briggs won’t like him as much in person.

How can Briggs convince his boy that he’s everything a Daddy could ask for?

Dear Daddy, Please Praise Me is part of the Naughty or Nice multi-author series. Each book can be read as a standalone, but there are so many boys hoping that

holiday magic will bring them their perfect Daddy, why not grab them all?

Inc's Regret (Satan's Raiders MC Book 1)

Author: Elizabeth Knox

Inc

She was everything, and I lost her. Now I have my chance to get her back, but will it even matter? With time comes pain and I know we’ve all been through

enough of it.

I walked out on them— Zane and Octavia that night at the hotel. I forced myself to run from the both of them because of the lies I’ve told. Now I’m being sent to

Montana as a regent for the Satan's Raiders MC, and my club will be getting a Reaper.

It’s supposed to help secure our alliance, to make it stronger. If you ask me the only thing it’ll do is stir up trouble.

Only, when I get there I find out I’m not the only one who’s been keeping secrets.

There’s a little boy named Neo who looks a fuck of a lot like me.

I guess it’s time for us all to fess up to the lies and secrets we’ve kept. I just wonder if we’ll be able to move past it in the end, or if they’ll tear us apart even more.



Better Than People (Garnet Run Book 1)

Author: Roan Parrish

"An irresistible queer romance." —Publishers Weekly

It’s not long before their pet-centric arrangement sparks a person-centric desire…

Simon Burke has always preferred animals to people. When the countdown to adopting his own dog is unexpectedly put on hold, Simon turns to the PetShare

app to find the fluffy TLC he’s been missing. Meeting a grumpy children’s book illustrator who needs a dog walker isn’t easy for the man whose persistent anxiety

has colored his whole life, but Jack Matheson’s menagerie is just what Simon needs.

Four dogs, three cats and counting. Jack’s pack of rescue pets is the only company he needs. But when a bad fall leaves him with a broken leg, Jack is forced to

admit he needs help. That the help comes in the form of the most beautiful man he’s ever seen is a complicated, glorious surprise.

Being with Jack—talking, walking, making out—is a game changer for Simon. And Simon’s company certainly…eases the pain of recovery for Jack. But making a

real relationship work once Jack’s cast comes off will mean compromise, understanding and lots of love.

Garnet Run

Book 1: Better Than People

Book 2: Best Laid Plans

Carina Adores is home to highly romantic contemporary love stories where LGBTQ+ characters find their happily-ever-afters.

A new Carina Adores title is available each month:

The Hideaway Inn by Philip William Stover

The Girl Next Door by Chelsea M. Cameron

Just Like That by Cole McCade

Hairpin Curves by Elia Winters

Better Than People by Roan Parrish

The Love Study by Kris Ripper

The Secret Ingredient by KD Fisher

Just Like This by Cole McCade

Teddy Spenser Isn’t Looking for Love by Kim Fielding

The Beautiful Things Shoppe by Philip William Stover

Best Laid Plans by Roan Parrish

Knit, Purl, a Baby and a Girl by Hettie Bell

The Hate Project by Kris Ripper

Hard Sell by Hudson Lin

Roommate

Author: Sarina Bowen

Wanted: One roommate to share a 3-bedroom house, split the rent, and ideally not be the guy I can’t stop thinking about. 

I’m a man with too many secrets, so the last thing I need is a new roommate with a sexy smile and blue eyes that see right through me. Eight years ago, Roderick 

left town after high school. We’re not friends. I owe him nothing. But back then, I let one of my secrets slip, and he’s the only one who noticed.  

Part of me knows I should run far, far away. But the other part wants him to come upstairs and spend the night. But if I let him in, I could lose everything. 



Seeking: a room to rent in town. I’m tidy, have no pets, and I will feed you homemade bread.  

I should probably add: Gay AF, and has no filter. It’s no wonder my new landlord is so wary of me.  

A smarter man would ignore those hot glances from Kieran Shipley. The broody lumberjack wants more from me than another homemade pretzel, but if I push my

luck, I’ll end up back on the street. 

Too bad I’ve never been smart with my heart… 

Merry Measure

Author: Lily Morton

Arlo Wright’s introduction to his sexuality came when he saw his older brother’s best friend, Jack Cooper, in his sweaty football kit. Unfortunately, he didn’t have

long to enjoy the revelation because he promptly knocked himself out on a table.

Relations between them have never really moved on from that auspicious beginning. Arlo is still clumsy, and Jack is still as handsome and unobtainable as ever.

However, things look like they’re starting to change when Arlo finds himself sharing a room with Jack while on holiday in Amsterdam at Christmas. Will the festive

spirit finally move them towards each other, or is Arlo just banging his head against a wall this time?

From bestselling author, Lily Morton comes a warm romantic comedy set in chilly Amsterdam

Dear Daddy, Please Punish Me (Naughty or Nice Series Book 6)

Author: Skyler Snow

Dear Santa,

 All I want is a Daddy who will  hurt me. Not my feelings, please don’t do that; I’m fragile. But I want a Daddy who will spank, and  manhandle me. A

guy that will make me really and truly his. Some people call that crazy, I call it love.

 BlknBluBoy_

Seemingly shy Fitch needs a Daddy with a firm hand and strict rules. Not just any Daddy will do. After rejecting each man he runs across, he doesn’t think he’ll

ever find the one for him. Until the much older Diego sends him a message.

Diego is used to tough work and rough friends. A hard man with a short fuse and a killer smile, people fall head over heels for him. But no one can handle what

he has to offer. And he refuses to settle.

Can this Daddy and boy learn to love with a stalker on the loose?

Dear Daddy, Please Punish Me is part of the Naughty or Nice multi-author series. Each book can be read as a standalone, but there are so many boys hoping

that holiday magic will bring them their perfect Daddy, why not grab them all?

Red, White & Royal Blue: A Novel

Author: Casey McQuiston

* Instant NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestseller * 

* GOODREADS CHOICE AWARD WINNER for BEST DEBUT and BEST ROMANCE of 2019 * 

* BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR* for VOGUE, NPR, VANITY FAIR, and more! * 

 

What happens when America's First Son falls in love with the Prince of Wales? 

 

When his mother became President, Alex Claremont-Diaz was promptly cast as the American equivalent of a young royal. Handsome, charismatic, genius—his 

image is pure millennial-marketing gold for the White House. There's only one problem: Alex has a beef with the actual prince, Henry, across the pond. And when 

the tabloids get hold of a photo involving an Alex-Henry altercation, U.S./British relations take a turn for the worse. 

 

Heads of family, state, and other handlers devise a plan for damage control: staging a truce between the two rivals. What at first begins as a fake, Instragramable 

friendship grows deeper, and more dangerous, than either Alex or Henry could have imagined. Soon Alex finds himself hurtling into a secret romance with a



surprisingly unstuffy Henry that could derail the campaign and upend two nations and begs the question: Can love save the world after all? Where do we find the

courage, and the power, to be the people we are meant to be? And how can we learn to let our true colors shine through? Casey McQuiston's Red, White &

Royal Blue proves: true love isn't always diplomatic. 

 

"I took this with me wherever I went and stole every second I had to read! Absorbing, hilarious, tender, sexy—this book had everything I crave. I’m

jealous of all the readers out there who still get to experience Red, White & Royal Blue for the first time!" - Christina Lauren, New York Times

bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners 

 

"Red, White & Royal Blue is outrageously fun. It is romantic, sexy, witty, and thrilling. I loved every second." - Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times

bestselling author of Daisy Jones & The Six

Dear Daddy, Please Hold Us (Naughty or Nice Book 3)

Author: Colette Davison

Dear Santa,

If I could make one wish this Christmas, it would be for a Daddy with a big enough heart for two. We both want a Daddy who can be loving, but also firm when he

needs to be, who enjoys spanking his boys and making their asses red, and with big enough arms to hold us both.

We need a Daddy who can help us let go and relax.

Lastly, but probably most importantly, we need a Daddy who can meet both our needs. I don’t have many boundaries as long as I can trust my Daddy, and I’m

open to trying new things. Rett…well, he’s a little more reserved but he has a huge heart, and he’s the sweetest boy you’ll ever meet.

Here’s the thing, Santa: I have a little over a week to convince Rett to stay. I don’t know if you can magic up a Daddy who can love us both, but I’m making this

wish anyway.

With hope,

Zeke

Dear Daddy, Please Hold us is an MMM Christmas romance, with a pair of army brats, an Englishman in New York who knows how to handle them, a purple

triceratops teddy, and lots of sweet cuddles.

This book is part of the Naughty or Nice multi-author series. Each book can be read as a standalone, but there are so many boys hoping that holiday

magic will bring them their perfect Daddy, why not grab them all?

On the Run (Whispering Key)

Author: May Archer

Take it from Aunt Hagatha, darling: Fake soulmates and secrets do not mix.

I came to Whispering Key to lie low for a while. A man who has secrets to keep (like, say, his identity as America’s favorite agony aunt) should really not find

himself embroiled in the paparazzi scandal du jour. 

The last thing I needed was another guy in my life, since that’s what got me into this mess in the first place... but then I met Beale Goodman. 

He’s my polar opposite. The world’s largest, hottest, most virginal cinnamon roll. The human embodiment of goodness and light. A man whose blue eyes make

me weak. A man who wouldn’t know a designer label if he tripped over one. A man who rescues feral cats, for heaven’s sake… 

And a man who rescues me, too, by pretending to be my fake boyfriend–er, fake soulmate–while I’m hiding out here. 



Trouble is, there’s nothing fake about the way he kisses me, or the way it feels to be wrapped in his arms at night. And it’s hard to lay low when the

strange-but-lovable people on the island are determined to welcome Beale’s new man into their ranks. 

It’s enough to make me realize I’ve been on the run for a while, and that this might be the first time I’ve found something I want to run to rather than from. 

But only if I can keep my secrets from catching up with me.

Body And Soul (Vanguard Towers Book 3)

Author: Aiden Bates

Brax is too young. Too vulnerable. Too perfect.

My dominant nature craves someone to care for.

Someone to command.

Brax could be that guy if the circumstances weren’t all wrong.

His brothers would kill me if I hurt him. So would my FBI partner.

That doesn’t mean I can stay away.

The young artist is everything I want in a partner.

And when danger comes for him, I need to keep him safe.

But how can I keep him forever?

I’ll never be good enough.

My brothers got me off the streets, but Ry doesn’t know the truth.

I’m dirty.

I’ve done things I’m not proud of. Things none of my former boyfriends could see past.

Why would Ry be any different?

He sees the world in black and white.

I know where I stand.

But he looks at me with a heat I can’t ignore.

And when I’m in danger, he keeps me safe.

Will he accept me when he learns the truth?

Content warning: Body And Soul contains instances of attempted assault and references to sexual assault.

Dragon Scholar (Dragon Hoard Book 1)

Author: Minerva Howe

Devon Marks loves books more than just about anything. They're his job and his passion, and they've brought him to an auction where he meets the hottest guy

he's ever seen. When Brand Drake offers to let Devon come and value his extensive collection at an old mansion high in the Colorado mountains, he knows life

as about as good as it gets.

Brand Drake knows he wants Devon the moment they meet, so he goes about adding Devon to his hoard the same way he would an amazing old book. But when

Devon starts eating him out of house and home and showing signs that he has emerging dragon traits, he knows he hasn't just found a lover, he's found a mate.

When Devon starts to show signs of something even more amazing, Brand calls on his brothers Eagan and Tyson to help him figure out what to do, as well as

how to tell Devon what's going on with his body, which is life-changing, and also dangerous. Someone always wants dragon magic to use, and Brand has to find

a way to keep them safe, and to keep Devon with him, hopefully forever.

The Vampire King: A Love Story

Author: B.A. Stretke

Only true love, given freely, could bring back the Vampire King’s magic. 

 

 

Liam Gabriel is venturing deep into Louisiana's marshy wilderness to find the elusive, and possibly extinct, Golden Iris. A member of the Louisiana Iris Society, he 

has been tasked with tracking down this delicate flower. He soon finds himself lost, and that’s when the mystery begins. Everyone knows there are mystery and 

magic in the marshes and swamps, things the natural world cannot possibly explain. When a storm rolls in and Liam fears for his safety, he finds a light piercing



the darkness, the light of a porch lamp. Liam finds the grandest and oldest mansion he has ever seen. Inside that mansion, Liam will find his destiny. 

 

Arman Rainier has been alone for centuries. Once the powerful and feared Vampire King of Louisiana, now he is but a recluse in his mansion, hidden in the

marshes, waiting for time to claim him. What remains of his magic keeps him cloaked and guarded. Without his beloved, his one true love, his power has waned,

and the darkness waits to claim him. When Liam Gabriel, driven by a howling storm, pounds on the door of the Grande Belle Maison, Arman knows that fate isn’t

finished with him yet. 

 

Old enemies lurk, and trust is hard to win. Can Liam trust his heart and the mysterious man? Can Arman win Liam’s heart in time? 

 

Fate always wins. 

Leo (Vigilance Book 3)

Author: Silvia Violet

I used to be CIA. Now I'm a tattoo artist and a vigilante.

When a new hire at my shop gets too curious about my less-than-legal activities, he needs all the protection I can give him.

He wants a lot more. More than I should be willing to give. And yet, the longer I keep him close for his own safety... the more I want him in my bed.

Just Winging It: A Frienemies to Lovers, Shifter, MPreg-Possible Love Story (CREA Book 2)

Author: J. D. Light

Presley's late teen were filled with one horror after another. Kidnapped, forced to mate two shifters he didn't want and nearly a third, impregnated and abused in

almost every way, he's definitely been through it, but three years out of being rescued by the CREA, he has worked hard for the life that he has, but he has a

home, a beautiful son, a job and friends to show for it… and he has Fields, even if he's too damaged to ever even think about having a relationship with the

gorgeous raven shifter who drives him absolutely up the wall while also making him crave a life he can never have. When Fields offers to mate him to keep him

protected from whoever is trying to track him through his chosen mark, Presley adamantly refuses. Nobody should be saddled with his baggage, especially not

someone so full of life like Fields, even if it is one of Presley's secret wishes.

Just Winging It is book 2 in the my new MPreg possible series. It is a spin off of the Chosen series, and involves a whole new generation, but will of course have

cameos from some of your favorite Chosen characters as well as some Terra Mortis characters. I consider these books MPreg light. Meaning, though pregnancy

is possible, that does not mean it will be in every book. Each book contains a new couple with a guaranteed HEA, but if you want to know what is going on with

the background plot, it is suggested that you read them in order!

Surrender to the Vampire (A Paranormal's Love Book 32)

Author: Charlie Richards

Destrawn has been second of the Aerasceatle clutch for a little over a year. Under Chieftain Kinsey’s rule, Fate has begun smiling on them, and some of their

people have found their mates. While Destrawn is happy for them, he doesn’t think Fate will bring him his own any time soon. He doesn’t consider himself good

mate material. He’s too dominant, controlling, and some would even say overbearing.

When Destrawn heads to the nearby Maven vampire coven to hear news that could be too dangerous if voiced over the phone, he discovers he’s wrong. The

vampire giving the report regarding the paranormal hunters descending on their area—a seasoned and savvy tracker named Sorbin—is his mate. Ready or not,

Destrawn knows he has to accept him. After all, he only gets one, and if he doesn’t accept Sorbin, the vampire’s ability to feed will be compromised, which would

lead to his death.

Can Destrawn learn to surrender to his mate’s needs while remaining strong enough to keep everyone safe?

Fake Friends (Never Just Friends Book 2)

Author: Saxon James

Rowan 

 

Five years ago, I ruined the best thing I had in my life and ran. 



Now, I’m finally back to make things right. 

 

I need Circus’s forgiveness, and then I can finally move on. 

 

I’ll leave Sunbury for good this time and never look back. Maybe then I can finally live life as an out gay man—without my family ever finding out. 

 

But earning his forgiveness isn’t as simple as I hoped it would be. 

 

He’s going to make me fight for it. 

 

And I don’t blame him at all. 

 

 

Circus 

 

I never wanted or expected to see Rowan Harvey again. 

 

When he shows up in Sunbury, begging for forgiveness, I’m tempted to give it to him just so he’ll disappear. 

 

Instead, we make a deal. 

 

I need an extra model for a swimwear shoot, and none of my friends are available or fit the brief. 

 

I’ll forgive him, if he helps me. Then he has to leave. For good. 

 

Because his request for anonymity during the shoot proves he’s still living in his dark closet. 

 

I’m not going to make the same mistakes I did when I was a teenager. 

 

I won’t let myself fall for him again. 

 

Because after how things ended between us, he doesn’t deserve a second chance. 

 

Fake Friends is an ex-friends-to-lovers romance with fake boyfriends, second chances, and an all-knowing Magic 8-Ball. 

 

All books in the Never Just Friends series are stand alones. Series number refers to recommended reading order.

Weight for Love (Worth the Weight Book 1)

Author: Jason Collins

MARK: 

 

Two things are off the menu: straight men and delicious food. 

 

As luck would have it, those are the first temptations I encounter when I return to my hometown to help renovate the family house. It turns out that Winchester has 

a warm welcome for me, and his name is Carter. 

 

But thinking about love would be a lot easier if I weren’t so worried about my weight. 

 

My homecoming starts with a broken-down car just as I arrive, and of course Carter is the first person to drive by. He’s even fitter and sexier than when I left. I 

thought those piercing eyes were only for the ladies, but I was wrong. Oh so wrong. We want each other, but I’m not sure if I deserve a guy like Carter. 

 

Maybe it’s time to show him what my body can really do. 

 

I might be cutting calories, but Carter’s one indulgence I can’t refuse. 

 

CARTER: 

 

Mark thinks he needs to slim down, but I’d rather see him strip down. 

 

I missed my chance in high school, and I never thought I’d see Mark again. But he’s back in town and looking better than ever. When I give his car a jump, sparks 

fly, and he’s even more charming than I remember. 

 

Luckily, I’m the contractor renovating his grandma’s house, which means we’ll be seeing a lot of each other. I don’t care about labels. I want Mark, and I can’t hide 

my excitement. 

 

He’s the one who got away. I want to give him the romance we missed out on in high school. But Mark is holding back. I like him at any weight, but he’s



determined to change himself. His dedication makes me hot, but I want him to know that I find him sexy no matter what. 

 

Mark says he wants a workout partner, and I hope clothing is optional. 

 

This is the first book in the Worth the Weight series. It can be enjoyed as a standalone with no cliffhanger. Readers can expect a steamy MM romance with

several scenes that will leave you gasping. Heat level: 10.

Forget Me Not

Author: Felice Stevens

Texas cowboy Shea Montgomery has plans. Big plans. Still mourning the loss of his beloved father, he’s finally ready to sell the Forget Me Not ranch. He’s

dusting off his boots, packing up his cowboy hat, and moving to New York City to make his dreams come true. So what if he won’t have his horse to ride or a

place to call home? He’ll make it work. Somehow. First, he has to deal with a bunch of corporate types who don’t know the front end of a horse from the

back.Especially this one guy who can’t seem to stay out of trouble.Or out of Shea’s mind.

Jake Axelrod’s perfect family is shattered when his daughter stops speaking and his husband ends their marriage. Two years later, she remains locked in silence

and Jake has closed himself off. His life is structured to the minute, and Jake is convinced he’ll be alone forever, until he’s forced to attend a company retreat at a

dude ranch in Texas where he meets a cowboy who sends him spinning out of control.

Jake can’t help falling…off his horse, out of a rowboat, and into Shea’s arms.

And Shea is more than willing to catch him.

Neither man wants to let go, and the time they spend together only makes it harder to be apart. A decision needs to be made: work it out or say good-bye. Jake’s

life is in New York, but he can’t walk away from Shea or the ranch, and Shea must decide if the dream of a lifetime will lead him right back to the place where he

started, where his heart belongs.

Stars Collide: Written in the Stars Book 1

Author: Mia Monroe

He always gets what he wants. Until he meets me.

Above average intelligence is the only break life has given me. I studied hard, got the scholarship to my preferred school, and now I’m poised for my dream job. 

That is, until Gabriel struts into my life lobbying for the position he didn’t lift a finger for. And who gets to train him? This guy.

Gabriel is many things- soccer star, golden boy, rival- but this is one thing that won’t come easy to him. I’ll prove I’m the better candidate for the position and

somehow manage not to get lost in his eyes. 

We spend our days talking about space, and when two stars collide, there’s always an explosion.

Stars Collide is a steamy, low angst, enemies to lovers, opposites attract, MM romance with a determined science major, a former athlete finding his way, a

galaxy of assumptions, and only ONE bed. It is book one in the Written in the Stars series, featuring science-loving nerds and the men who fall for them.

Dating the Boss (A Blue Harbor Romance Book 2)

Author: Jaclyn Osborn

How to make things awkward with your boss: accidentally send him a steamy text meant for someone else. 

 

And that’s just the beginning. 

There’s also a business trip that leaves us stranded together in a small town, a bed and breakfast with only one available room, and we have to share a bed. 

 

Daniel Sawyer is too serious, grumpy, and the one man I can’t ever fall for. But then I do fall for him. He makes it hard not to. Beneath the hard exterior, he has a



kind heart and makes me feel wanted for the first time in my life. 

 

I’m in so much trouble. 

 

This is Book 2 in the Blue Harbor series. No angst. Just fluff, heat, and lighthearted romance.

Bossy Baby: Daddy's Boy Book 4

Author: Athena Steller

The Boy

Hayley has been looking for a Daddy, but there’s only one man he’s truly interested in—the big, bald, quiet man who visits his store every week. Hayley is trying

to be patient, but if Mac doesn’t make a move soon, Hayley might have to take matters into his own hands.

The Daddy

Mac’s soul is black, and he knows that when he dies, he’ll be heading straight to Hell. There’s only one bright light in his life—his weekly visits to Hayley’s store.

Watching the other couples around them find love and fit together perfectly, Mac has hope for the first time in his life…even if he has no clue what he’s doing.

Bossy Baby is the fourth book in the Daddy’s Boy series by Athena Steller.

This book contains m/m sexual content (men having sex with each other), Age Play, ABDL, Daddy/ boy relationship, age-gap relationship. This book is an

exploration of a relationship between two (male) consensual adults who are looking for love and acceptance. All characters are over the age of consent. No

cheating or cliff hangers and always an HEA.

Each book in the Daddy’s Boy series will focus on a new couple, although the characters from other books will visit often.

The books can be read as standalone novels but, for better enjoyment, watching how the characters grow from book to book adds to the enjoyment of the series.

The Reluctant Alpha (West Coast Wolves Book 1)

Author: Susi Hawke

“As much as I felt bad for this Elisha person—God, my heart was breaking for the young man and all he'd been through—I was also angry. I'd left that pack in my

rearview ten years ago for a good reason.”

Matthias Longclaw is happy living his life on the back of his beloved Harley with his five best friends and brothers-in-arms at his side. The West Coast Wolves are

a rare pack of alphas, made up of unwanted orphans and second-born sons. The packs they were born to may not have wanted them, but they’ve built a solid

family of their own. They help where they can, doing random acts of kindness and expecting nothing in return, just helping to build a world they want to live in.

Then Matt gets a call from an old childhood buddy. He’s being called back—begged to return—to reclaim his birthright and save a life in the process. The problem

is… to do it, he will have to take a mate. And if he refuses? The omega will die.

Torn between his duty to help others and his resentment of his old pack, Matt never expects for Elisha Whitetail to tilt his world and change everything. Can Matt

and Elisha rebuild a broken pack while tending to a new love and a growing family while dealing with outside threats from neighboring packs?

They’re wolves. Strong, proud, and willing to do what it takes when their community needs them… whatever it takes.

This is the first in a new mpreg series about finding joy in a hard world, building family, and discovering that life can surprise a person when they least expect it.

Although this world has harsher themes than my previous books, it still has the same heart you’d expect. Plus a dose of my irreverent humor and all the naughty,

knotty heat that comes with true mates. It wouldn’t be a Susi Hawke book without it. Be sure to read the author's note at the beginning for possible trigger

warnings.

Try (Temptation Series Book 1)

Author: Ella Frank

Try – verb: to make an attempt or effort to do something or in this case…someone. 

 

Sex. Logan Mitchell loves it, and ever since he realized his raw sexual appeal at a young age, he has had no problem using it to his advantage. Men and women 

alike fall into his bed—after all, Logan is not one to discriminate. He lives by one motto—if something interests you, why not just take a chance and try? 



And he wants to try Tate Morrison. 

 

Just coming out of a four-year marriage with an ex-wife from hell, a relationship is the last thing on Tate’s mind. He’s starting fresh and trying to get back on his

feet with a new job at an upscale bar in downtown Chicago. 

 

The only problem is, Tate has caught the unwavering and unwelcome attention of Mr. Logan Mitchell – a regular at the bar and a man who always gets what he

wants. 

 

Night after night Tate fends off the persistent advances of the undeniably charismatic man, but after an explosive moment in the bar, all bets are off as he finds

his body stirring with a different desire than his mind. 

 

As arrogance, stubbornness and sexual tension sizzles between the two, it threatens to change the very course of their lives. 

 

Logan doesn’t do relationships. Tate doesn’t do men. But what would happen if they both just gave in and…tried?

Ready or Knot (Knotted Paths Book 1)

Author: Susi Hawke

The Haven Center was supposed to be my new beginning. It was supposed to be where I figured out who Wyatt Stanislav is after kidnapping and abuse had torn

apart who I was.

I wasn't supposed to meet him.

Jordan Peterson. The tall, buff bear of a man who saves me from my nightmares and calls me his own. His true mate.

Jordan wants nothing more than to protect me. It would be all too easy to disappear into his embrace, but his presence makes it imperative that I discover who I

am, if only to become the mate he deserves.

A Team A.L.P.H.A. and Alphabits spin-off series

Ready or Knot is the first book in a brand new series by Crista Crown and Susi Hawke. We've loved our soldiers and our mafiosos and all the good they've done

in the world, but what happens after the saving is over and the healing begins? As always, you can expect to find naughty, knotty scenes of steamy passion, and

all the fluffy mpreg feels and crazy antics you’d look for from Susi Hawke and Crista Crown.

Prodigal (Lost and Found Book 1)

Author: TA Moore

Fifteen years ago Sammy Calloway disappeared on his way home from school. Now he’s back… or is he?

Boyd Maccabbee has spent his life second-guessing his actions on that fateful day. What if he’d done something differently? Maybe Sammy would have made it

home safe and never become Cutters Gap’s most tragic famous son. Or would it have been Boyd who was never seen again? When the police find new evidence

on the disappearance, Boyd hopes to finally get some answers.

The last thing Morgan Graves needs is to be dragged into some old case about a missing kid. He doesn’t know why police hit on his DNA, but he’s not Sammy

Calloway. He thinks he’d remember being kidnapped.

He knows he’d remember firefighter Boyd.

Drawn into the complex web of suspicion, grief, and anger that has knit Cutters Gap together in the years since Sammy’s disappearance, Morgan struggles to

hang on to himself when everyone already assumes they know him.

And somewhere, the truth about Sammy Calloway is waiting.

O Come, All Ye Kellys (Love & Luck Book 7)

Author: Isla Olsen



It’s the most wonderful time of the year and the Kelly boys are all full up with Holiday spirit. Well, mostly…

Connor’s freaking out because Chase is terrified of Santa; Declan’s trying to stop Heath from doing something drastic in the weeks before their baby is due; Owen

and Blake are considering a big life change of their own; Brendan and Wade are suffering from a severe case of child interruption every time they try to jingle

some bells; Aidan is learning not all publicity is good publicity in the lead up to the launch of his new show; and Shay’s not sure if he’ll ever get that glitter out of

his hair…

What do you get when you combine six Kelly brothers, their six true loves, five adorable kiddies, the rest of the crazy Kelly family, even more meddlesome

in-laws, and all the glitter Jamie could ask for?

Just a regular old Kelly Christmas…

Warning: This book is not appropriate for anyone who doesn’t like laughing, anyone who doesn’t like the holidays, or anyone who doesn’t like seeing gorgeous

men in healthy, happy relationships that include lots of fun and steamy sexytimes.

An actual reader note: While it’s not strictly necessary to have read every single previous book in the Love & Luck series, readers will get the

maximum enjoyment from O Come, All Ye Kellys if they are familiar with all the characters and their stories.

Off Plan (Whispering Key)

Author: May Archer

Falling for a man was nowhere in my five-step plan.

I came to Whispering Key from O’Leary as a career move. Mason Bloom, doctor to the stars at a swanky resort on a private island? Heck yes.

What I did not come for was romance, because I have been there, done that, have an ex-girlfriend to prove it, and frankly was distinctly underwhelmed by the

whole endeavor. 

Yet from the moment I set foot on this island, nothing goes the way I’d expected.

The resort’s falling apart. The island’s inhabitants are ridiculous... and ridiculously charming. The whole place is awash in stories of shipwrecks and treasure.

Then there’s Fenn Reardon: Gorgeous. Infuriating. Male. 

And did I mention infuriating?

The man is the eye of the hurricane upending my life. He pushes every one of my buttons. He makes me feel crazy. Out of control. And more alive than I have

ever felt before. 



I find myself craving his company, longing for his touch, kissing him on the beach, wanting him in my bed… and questioning just how straight I really am.

Falling for Fenn was not in my plans… but I’m starting to think the key to happiness might be going off plan entirely.

Rebel At Spruce High (A Spruce Texas Romance Book 5)

Author: Daryl Banner

Vann, the gorgeous, leather-jacket-clad new bad boy in school, just set his eyes on me.

I'm not really good at making friends. That's simply a fact.

I'm happy enough if I can just get through the school day,

avoid eye contact with anything that breathes,

and make it home where my family can continue ignoring my existence

and I can play video games in peace.

But then he crashes into my life like a tidal wave.

The hot new senior at Spruce High.

The bad boy everyone can't stop talking about.

The one with the leather jacket, smoldering eyes, and cloud of danger following him.

The one called Vann.

My whole life changes overnight.

Now, I want different things.

I want an end to my lonesomeness.

I want to stand up to the jocks who keep pushing me around.

But most importantly,

I want to know what Vann's lips taste like.

And why he looks pained every time his dark eyes catch mine in class.

And why he keeps paying attention to me when the rest of the town doesn't.

And why every time I open my mouth to speak, my racing heart chokes me.

I don't know what's coming for me in my last year at Spruce High, but I sure hope I’m ready for it.

REBEL AT SPRUCE HIGH follows introverted gamer and Biggie's Bites employee Toby as he enters his senior year at Spruce High. The arrival of a gorgeous,

leather-jacket-clad new student has the whole high school abuzz with rumors and scandal - especially when the bad boy sets his eyes on Toby.

*** This story is set in the same fictional small town as "Football Sundae", "Born Again Sinner", "Heteroflexible", and "Wrangled". Though this is the

fifth book in the series, it can be read entirely on its own.

NOTE: Rebel At Spruce High is a mature young adult coming-of-age romance full of angst, humor, and steam. As the story deals with certain issues some teens

face that may be triggering, reader discretion is advised. For full content disclosure, please refer to the "look inside" feature.

Read all the books set in Spruce, Texas!

Football Sundae

Born Again Sinner

Heteroflexible

Wrangled

Rebel At Spruce High

Dear Daddy, Please Love Me (Naughty or Nice)

Author: Gianni Holmes

Dear Santa, 

I know I haven’t exactly been a good boy this year, and I deserve nothing but coal in my stocking.



But, unlike some people I know, I don’t wait until the Christmas holiday to bring pleasure to men. That has to count as something nice, right? 

 

I’m tired of being with men who always leave so I’m asking for something a bit different. Something I’m afraid of wanting. Please Santa, help me find a

Daddy who will love me. 

 

Cheeky_Bottom 

 

Down on his luck rancher, Lawson is in no position to be in a relationship when he’s one late mortgage payment away from losing his spread. He definitely should

not want the high maintenance stripper Cheeky_Bottom who’s looking for love from a Daddy. Been there. Done that. And he has the debt to show for it. 

 

“Possessions over people” has always been Opie’s mission statement in life. His possessions remain as long as he takes care of them, but people always leave.

When he meets a mysterious rancher online, Opie has a feeling things were about to change. Has Opie finally found the Daddy he won’t let walk away this time? 

 

Dear Daddy, Please Love Me is part of the Naughty or Nice multi-author series. Each book can be read as a standalone, but there are so many boys

hoping that holiday magic will bring them their perfect Daddy, why not grab them all? 

 

 

Griff's Place (Havenwood Book 4)

Author: Riley Hart

GRIFFIN

I always felt I wasn’t wired like my peers, but when my brother, Kellan, gave me three terms—ace, aromantic, and demi—I had possible names for it. Those three

words have been on my mind ever since, as has my brother’s best friend, Josh Westbrook. It’s been cool getting to know him and spending time together, just us.

He makes me feel something I never thought I’d be able to feel. When we end up alone in a cabin with only one bed, all my crossed wires finally connect and

point toward being demi and wanting him.

JOSH

Griff and I were never supposed to be more than friends, but I like him more and more. I like being the reason he smiles, and…yeah, I enjoy making him writhe

with pleasure too. But Griff doesn’t hook up casually, and I swore off love a long time ago. Still, we keep finding ourselves drawn together, a shared loneliness

and a deep want guiding us. Kellan’s afraid I’ll hurt Griff. Frankly, I am too. My past is still an open wound that keeps me from getting too close.

One thing is becoming clear, though—my Grumpy Griff is making me break my own rules. He says he’s never known his place in the world, but I do. It’s with me.

The only way for us to move forward is for me to stop looking back…before I lose sight of him for good.

Two Best Men, Only One Bed! (Heroes of Port Dale Book 6)

Author: Romeo Alexander

Blake: Planning my twin brother’s wedding seemed like a feat on its own. But I’m the only family he’s got left, and really, I couldn’t be happier for him. Turns out,

planning a wedding isn’t so hard, especially when the other best man is such a big help. Of course, I wasn’t expecting to have to share a bed with the man or to

discover he’s a cuddler and a little handsy. Finding out he wasn’t as straight as I thought was a surprise, but not as surprising as finding out that apparently,

neither am I.

Sean: I always dreamt of the day my little brother would get married. Planning the perfect wedding for him and the love of his life is a dream come true. Blake’s

help has been invaluable, and I’m glad we’ve been able to grow closer over the past few weeks. It only took an accident, followed by a little courage on his part, to

change everything, however. Now, my new friend is becoming so much more, and I’m not sure where we’re headed. How can you have a relationship with a man

who’s spent his whole life being straight?

Two grooms, and one wedding. Two best men, and only one bed. How will it all add up in the end for Blake and Sean?

Baby Boy: Daddy's Boy Book 1

Author: Athena Steller

The Boy 

 

Avery is failing at being an adult and on the verge of collapsing when he meets a man who offers him the chance of a lifetime. Being able to let go of all his worry 

and stress? The promise sounds too good to be true and Avery knows he should run away. But Jace is everything he’s ever fantasized about. The words Daddy 

and baby boy hang between them. Erotic, enticing, and exciting.



 

The Daddy 

 

Jace has been watching Avery for months, ever since he’d first set eyes on the shy and nervous young man. Finding out that Avery is killing himself working three

jobs while going to school has Jace fighting his instincts to take control of the situation. Being a caretaking Daddy Dom Jace knows he has so much to offer

Avery. If the boy is brave enough to accept what Jace is offering. 

 

Baby Boy is the first book in the Daddy’s boy series by Athena Steller. 

 

This book contains MM sexual content (men having sex with each other), light BDSM elements, Age Play, Daddy/boy relationship, ABDL, and age gap relations.

This book is an exploration of a relationship between two (Male) consensual adults that are looking for love and acceptance. All characters are over the age of

consent. No cheating or cliff hangers. 

 

Each book in the Daddy’s boy series will concentrate on a new couple although the characters from other books will visit often. 

The books can be read as standalone novels but for better enjoyment watching how the characters grow from book to book adds to the enjoyment of the series. 

 

Each book in the Daddy’s boy series ends with an HEA although we do in a peek into the earlier relationships as they progress as the series continues. 

 

***In August 2020 this book, Baby Boy, was professional edited, revised, and reloaded. No content was changed but the errors from the first upload should be

gone.***

Topping the Jock (A Blue Harbor Romance Book 1)

Author: Jaclyn Osborn

For years, he’s been on top. Now, it’s my turn.

Here’s the thing.

I’ve hated Montgomery Adams since freshmen year of high school when he stole my clothes from my gym locker, leaving me in nothing but a towel. Oh, and it

didn’t stop there. He teased me, threw wads of paper at my head, and booed me when I raised my hand to answer questions in class.

I thought I finally escaped him after graduation. He went off to play college ball, and I became a teacher. But ten years later, Monty comes back to town. Even

worse? He’s the new football coach at the same school as me.

He’s just as irritating as I remember, an annoying meathead jock with too much muscle and a smirk I want to smack off his too-perfect face. I don’t care that he’s

hotter than ever or that he says he’s changed. I’m not falling for it.

If he thinks he can waltz in and take over the school like he did when we were teenagers, he has another thing coming.

Warning: this book is nothing but fluff, steam, banter, and features two men who pretend to be enemies yet sneak kisses whenever possible. Don’t read if you

hate lighthearted romance and nerd/jock tropes. No angst. Just two adorable dorks falling in love.

Bromantic Getaway: A Best Friends to Lovers Bi Awakening MM Romance

Author: Brigham Vaughn

Can a vacation for two to Antigua turn this "bromance" into the real deal?

Spencer Abrams has dated a string of hot women. Sure, it’s never worked out but that’s because he hasn’t met the right one. It has nothing to do with how close

he is to his gay best friend. He’s straight.

Isn’t he?

When an off-hand comment sends him tumbling into the realization he's in love with his best friend, he turns a romantic vacation meant for his ex into a getaway

with Devin—and a chance at the love that’s always been right in front of them.

No Good Mitchell

Author: Riley Hart

BRODY 

 

A night on the town after a long workweek at my family's distillery should include shots and dancing--not a hot kiss with a handsome stranger. I'm straight...at 

least, that's what I figured until I find myself locking lips with a sexy city boy. Now all my circuits are going haywire, and the spark that ignites between us makes



me even more curious. 

 

Unfortunately, I kissed the one man who's off-limits: Cohen Mitchell--the sole surviving heir to the Mitchell Creek distillery, a rival neighbor my family has feuded

with for nearly a hundred years. Until he arrived in town, no one knew there were any Mitchells left. But the business-savvy city slicker has taken an interest in his

legacy. Nothing means more to me than my family, so whether I like it or not, I have to keep my hands off the sexy, green-eyed beauty who Big Daddy has

not-so-affectionately dubbed that "No Good Mitchell." Problem is: my hands have other plans... 

 

COHEN 

 

I never expected to inherit a distillery from a father I had never known. That's how I find myself in a tiny Georgia town where everyone knows a family history I've

been kept in the dark about. The townsfolk all have a different story about my ancestors, with two things in common: illegal activity and Mitchell vs O'Ralley

forever. 

 

Maybe I shouldn't like Brody O'Ralley, but I didn't grow up with this stupid family feud. I enjoy touching him, kissing him and--oops--I'm falling for the man with

sweet Southern charm and a big heart. Between the O'Ralley patriarch hating me, getting the Mitchell Creek distillery off the ground, and working through my own

family issues, I know I should stay away from Brody. 

 

But I won't, and staying away is not what he wants either. I crave all the time with my country boy as I can get, even if it's breaking the rules. After all, I am a No

Good Mitchell.

Tic-Tac-Mistletoe

Author: N.R. Walker

Hamish Kenneally is moving from Australia to the US for a fresh start, beginning with Christmas at his sister’s place in Idaho. When a snowstorm diverts his plane

to Montana and leaves him stranded two days before Christmas, he hires a car and drives right into a blizzard.

Ren Brooks has always called Hartbridge, Montana, and his family hardware store, home. After a few failed attempts at love, he’s resigned to being single

forever—after all, no guy wants to stay in his sleepy little town for long. And after his dad’s passing earlier in the year, Ren’s Christmas is looking bleak. But when

a car runs off the road in front of his property, Ren pulls the driver out and takes him home to get out of the cold.

With the storm and the holidays leaving Hamish with nowhere else to go, Ren kindly offers a place to stay. Hamish is certain he’s crashed right into a Hallmark

Christmas movie, despite more car delays and road closures and the prospect of not seeing his sister for Christmas. And with help from Hamish, Ren is beginning

to feel a little Christmas cheer.

These two unlikely strangers have more in common than they first realise, and after two days of Christmas decorations, cookies, and non-stop conversation, it

looks like Christmas might be saved after all.

Liars (Licking Thicket Book 2)

Author: Lucy Lennox

Parrish Partridge’s True Facts:

There’s nothing hotter than a tall, gruff, bewildered, tattooed mountain of a man cuddling a sweet, orphaned baby, so you can tell yourself that you’ll resist him...

But that’s a lie. 

And when that man asks you to do him a favor and pretend to be his very temporary, very fake fiance to help him get custody of that adorable baby, you can

pretend you know better than to say yes…

But that’s a lie, too.

And when you actually get to know your kind, strong, pullet-loving prince of a fiance, and all his crazy, lovable, meddling neighbors, you can tell yourself you’re

not really falling for Diesel Church and the town of Licking Thicket…

But that might be the biggest lie of all. 

Treasured

Author: SJ Himes

Needing employment to help his ailing mother, Alaric Keening gets a job as a billionaire dragon's clairvoyant. He never imagined his almost useless talent would 

ever become a marketable skill, and even worse--the sight of his new boss leaves him breathless. That was the worst, until the first day on the job, he finds



himself nearly dying in the arms of his new boss. 

 

Tarquin is a storm dragon, and he's been alone for centuries. Fleeing the Great Wars, he sacrificed his old territory and made a new home in Montreal, collecting

companies to fill the void left by the loss of his hoard. Running an international company in the magical world means hiring a clairvoyant to protect his assets, and

yet there is nothing to protect his heart when Alaric Keening walks into his office. 

 

Between trying to keep Alaric alive and trying to find who's out to kill Tarquin, they can't deny the connection that goes far beyond that of a boss and his new

employee--but that of a dragon and his treasure. 

Treasured was previously published as the short story, A Caller From Montreal, in the Heart2Heart Charity Anthology Vol 4. It has been expanded and lightly

edited with new content. Word count is 25,000 words.

Just Right: MMMF Bisexual Romance Box Set (Just Us Series Collections Book 3)

Author: Roxanne Riley

Sometimes three (or more) is a crowd,

But sometimes something that seems too hot turns into something just right.

Life's been tough for Hannah, Ivy, Willow, and Billie, but fate has a double dose of love and happiness in store for each of them. What might feel like rock bottom

is just the foundation for the perfect life.

Willow doesn't remember anything further back than waking up in a hot guy's car on the way to the hospital. Her own name is a mystery until she and Shane read

the engraving in the locket on her neck. Together, the two embark on a quest to uncover her identity, but the longer she spends with Shane, and the more the

sparks fly between them, the less her past seems to matter... until she comes face to face with it.

A chance encounter finally starts to reveal pieces of the puzzle, but even once her identity is uncovered, Willow's left with more questions than answers, like: Was

she always in love with her gorgeous yet unobtainable childhood best friend Anthony? And how does that fit in with her growing feelings for Shane?

Things just keep growing more complicated, but complicated issues require creative solutions, and these two bi guys might have just the thing in mind. They know

how to spark Willow's memory about some of the most pleasurable things in life and help her forget her problems by escaping into ecstasy with them.

Is this tangle of her future and her past too messy for her to handle, or will their new dynamic turn out to fit them all just right?

Read her story and three others in this collection of books that each take place in the Just Us universe and that are linked by characters and setting.

One girl,

And all the hot guys she never expected to fall for.

Four romance stories full of heart, heat, and happiness.

Just Right is a bisexual menage & reverse harem romance collection with high heat MM and MFM scenes (swords do cross in this one). This box set includes

four standalone books from the Just Us series: Just Passing Through, Just Don't Tell, Just Remember, and Just in Time for Christmas. The books have no

cliffhangers and no cheating, but they do have a very happily ever after and lots of steam.

Fakers (Licking Thicket Book 1)

Author: Lucy Lennox

Brooks Johnson’s Words To Live By:

When returning to Licking Thicket, TN, for the first time in ten years to reunite with your nosy neighbors, heart-broken ex-girlfriend, and matchmaking mama who

never quite believed you were gay, it’s best to bring a fake boyfriend as backup... 

Just don’t be surprised when your ex-girlfriend does the same. 

And when her incredibly hot fake boyfriend becomes the one island of calm in a sea of bovine-based insanity, it’s best to exercise caution… especially when he

pushes you up against the rough barn wall to check you very thoroughly for splinters...

Just don’t be surprised if you fall head-over-hooves in love with him.



Companion Required

Author: Brian Lancaster

FROM EXCITING AUTHOR OF LGBTQ+ ROMANCE, BRIAN LANCASTER

Successful CEO Kennedy Grey thought he had his life planned out nicely until he hires supposedly straight Kieran West as this year's vacation companion.

For the past five years, CEO Kennedy Grey has advertised for a gay male holiday companion to join him on his annual vacation. Although Kennedy claims to be

neutral in his choice, he has certain non-negotiable requirements. Applicants must be between 21 and 25, non-smoking, social drinkers, either versatile or

passive, and be able to pull off the role of dutiful boyfriend in front of his clutch of gay friends. What does the candidate get out of the deal? An all-expenses-paid

vacation and five grand in cash at the end of the vacation—more if the candidate exceeds his expectations—a safe enough addendum because for the past three

years no none ever has.

Kieran West sits in a quiet corner of the coffee shop, trying to finish an assignment. At 29, he is single once again. By now he should have settled down. But when

his girlfriend of three years gives him an ultimatum – ring or road – he chooses the road. Worst of all, he had no qualms about doing so. As for his finances?

Saddled with a string of outstanding student loans, he is struggling to finish his masters while also supporting his brother through college. Losing his work at the

estate agent could not have come at a worse time. And then he overhears the man at a nearby table recruiting for a job that pays a cool five grand. What does he

have to lose?

Bearly Getting It: A Friends to Lovers, Shifter, MPreg-Possible Love Story (CREA Book 1)

Author: J. D. Light

Dyer Becker and Hunt Lane have been close since they were babies. Hunt's immediate obsession with Dyer from the first moment remains the same through

childhood, adolescence and into the early years of adulthood. So, living these last three years on separate land masses has been torture. Video calls and twice

yearly visits is just not enough. But now Hunt is back in Purdy and staying with Dyer until he figures out where he wants to go next. It's amazing being back

together, but are the touches lingering a bit? And does the scent Hunt catches every once in a while mean what he thinks it might? He should be excited about

possibly finding his mate... right?

Bearly Getting It is book 1 in the my new MPreg-possible series. It is a spin off of the Chosen series, and involves a whole new generation, but will of course have

cameos from some of your favorite Chosen characters as well as some Terra Mortis characters. I consider these books MPreg light. Meaning, though pregnancy

is possible, that does not mean it will be in every book. Each book contains a new couple with a guaranteed HEA, but if you want to know what is going on with

the background plot, it is suggested that you read them in order!

The Alpha's Mage (Wild Magic Book 1)

Author: Claire Cullen

Magic. Without it, Knox’s pack will die. The only way to get it? Steal it. Steal him. A wolf mage.

The slow decay of magic is destroying Samhain Pack bit by bit. Down to their last ailing mage, Knox snatches a mage from a rival pack. Better to be a pack with

enemies than a dead pack. But when Lorcan is foisted upon him, Knox refuses to take the mage as a mate. Until their alpha leader drags up an old pack law to

punish the wayward mage, and Knox finds it isn’t so easy to walk away.

Being a wolf mage is a curse. It’s taken everything from Lorcan—his family, his home, and his magic. Now he’s been taken by another pack, with a whole new set

of rules. He has no intention of sticking around, especially when they plan to bond him to one of their alphas. Running from wolves comes naturally to him, only

Knox proves hard to run from.

The Alpha’s Mage is a paranormal romance featuring a stubborn wolf, a distrustful druid, and a pack in dire need of luck. It’s the first book of the Wild Magic

series, which should be read in order. It contains mature and somewhat dark themes but does not contain mpreg.

Just a Little Madness (The Brotherhood Book 7)

Author: Merry Farmer

Opposites attract and sparks fly, but can they be contained? 

 

Member of Parliament, Edward Archibald, lives in constant fear of being discovered as a gay man and having his life ruined because of it. He has avoided 

scandal in every way possible…until his brother runs off with a married duchess and kidnaps Lord Selby’s son and heir. As Selby's friend, Edward is called on to 

help with the investigation by contacting his brother. There’s just one small problem: The mission means he’s been thrown into close quarters with the object of 

his desire, actor Martin Piper. 



Martin Piper loves life and isn’t afraid to enjoy it to the fullest. He can’t help but draw attention to himself in everything he does, particularly when he’s paired with

stodgy politician, Edward, as they work to reunite Lord Selby and his son. But Martin can only pay attention to one thing—his fascination with and desire for

Edward. He adores the man at first sight and relishes the opportunity to crack Edward’s shell to get to the sensuality he knows Edward is capable of. 

 

But their mission veers wildly off-course and seems destined to fail, especially when their conflicting ideas about desire and discretion prove how different they

are. Can they overcome their differences to complete their mission and enjoy an epic love story, or will passion drive them apart? 

 

A tender and heartfelt gay historical romance. 

 

PLEASE BE ADVISED: Steam level – very spicy! And yes, this is an m/m romance involving friends to lovers, second chances, and a single father, so if that’s not

your thing, feel free to pass on this one. 

 

THE BROTHERHOOD series consists of: 

 

Just a Little Wickedness 

Just a Little Temptation 

Just a Little Danger 

Just a Little Seduction 

Just a Little Heartache 

Just a Little Christmas 

Just a Little Madness 

Just a Little Gamble 

Just a Little Mischief 

Just a Little Rivalry 

Somebody to Love: (A Tyler Jamison Novel)

Author: April Wilson

Chicago homicide detective Tyler Jamison has accepted the fact that he was born defective. Women just don't do it for him, and he can't contemplate any other

option. So, loneliness it is.

Ian Alexander has met the man of his dreams, but the guy's in complete denial of his sexuality. Ian's not giving up on Tyler, though. Tyler's a domineering,

controlling force of nature... just what Ian has always craved in his bed.

When a serial killer sets his sights on Ian, Tyler will do anything to protect the much younger man. For the first time in his life, Tyler has experienced desire, and

it's for another man. How much will it take for him to become the man he was meant to be?

Prince Charming

Author: Sean Ashcroft

Fake boyfriend. Secret royalty. Family Christmas.

Things couldn't get much more ridiculous for Andy over the holiday season. After agreeing to pretend to be his roommate's boyfriend for a family Christmas in the

English countryside, regular Brooklyn boy Andy finds himself thrust into a world of country manors, dukes, marquesses, earls, complicated titles, household staff,

and delicate china.

Not only that, he's also forced to tread the line between real and fake with Kit—a man he's had a crush on since they met three years ago.

And it's not even Christmas yet.

But mistletoe kisses are sweet, and knights in shining armour are sexy, and when Kit and Andy finally fall into bed together, everything seems right in the world.

Now they just have to survive the rest of the holidays.

Prince Charming is a full-length standalone Christmas novel with a guaranteed HEA. It contains: ridiculous nicknames, country manors, mistletoe kisses, terrible

penguin jokes, steamy scenes, a chipped tea cup, and true love conquering all.

Stop Kidding Around: An MM Paranormal Fated Mates Romance (Magical Mates Book 2)

Author: Macy Blake



His so-called mate thinks it’s fate. Toby has other ideas.

When Toby Sanders shows up to interview for a teaching job at a mysterious estate, he’s not expecting his world to flip upside down and backward.

Shifters are real… and the hottest, most protective wolf of all is claiming him as a mate.

Toby can’t deny that Brooks is everything he ever wanted and never thought he could have--loving, strong, drop-dead gorgeous--or that the two little girls Brooks

wants to adopt give Toby a glimpse of the family he’s always dreamed of…

But how the heck is he supposed to believe in this mating magic stuff when life has taught him that the only person he can count on is himself?

As dangers from multiple sources threaten everything he’s come to care about, Toby learns that being part of a pack isn’t just about accepting his fate, it’s about

choice: choosing to trust Brooks, choosing to believe in himself, and choosing to fight for the life and love he deserves, even if he has to cross the entire fae realm

to do it.

A Nothing Special New Year

Author: AE Via

New Year’s Eve is usually a night of fun and wild celebrations, but for a police officer, it can be the most dangerous night of the year.

Officer Ellis Mason has worked as a beat cop on the streets of Atlanta for over eight years, and he knows what it takes to survive them. But when Lieutenant

Godfrey and his infamous narcotics task force issue a dire warning about a lethal drug that’s coming to the city, Mason finds himself fighting a war he’s not trained

for, with God pushing him beyond his limits.

God’s long, dark blond hair fell around them like a blackout curtain as he glowered down at Mason. “I’m gonna need you to be fuckin’ sharper than that,” he said

gravely. “If I’d been a real threat in your house, you’d be dead and buried in your backyard by now.”

Mason and his partner are both on high alert, but the moment he stops the tall, handsome drifter who wandered into town—with the saddest brown eyes he’s ever

seen—Mason knows he doesn’t belong.

Jesse Holstrom is lost and possibly in trouble, but Mason’s instincts tell him that it isn’t the drug-dealing kind. Every night that Mason patrols by and sees Jesse

huddled on a park bench, cold and alone, it pulls at his heart a little more. Mason doesn’t know how the young man ended up homeless and lost in his

neighborhood, but when Jesse ends up on God’s radar, Mason knows he doesn’t have long to find out.

Mason promised himself he wouldn’t let a good thing slip through his fingers again… not this year.

Cultivating Caden

Author: Parker Williams

Quade Martin is hunting a murderer. A brutal killer who tore nine men limb from limb, leaving their body parts scattered across a field. Quade has been sent to

dispatch this creature with expediency. Only…

When Quade meets Caden Daniels, he doesn’t understand how this skinny vegan could have the strength to commit unspeakable crimes. Caden is crying, for

goodness sake. He certainly doesn’t seem dangerous.

The problem is, they never do.

Caden Daniels loves his life. He’s got two amazing friends, a flower shop, and everything is coming up roses. Until the night he makes the mistake of being in the

wrong place at the wrong time, and is set upon by the biker gang who threaten him. Caden swears he doesn’t understand how the men ended up dead, he only

knew he had to get away.

As bad as that was, Caden finds there are things, like Quade Martine, in the Katadhin mountains that are much, much worse.

Quade opens up a world that Caden never knew existed. Lycans, giants, and an unbelievably powerful kid named Ten show Caden what’s hidden might be more

home than what Caden knew.

Especially when the secret of Caden’s green thumb is revealed.

Upside Down, A Breaking the Rules Novel

Author: A.M. Madden

From USA Today bestselling author A. M. Madden comes a compelling story about one man’s awakening to all-new desires—and to a life-altering romance. 

 

I’ve always been known as the hopeless romantic … the nice guy … the sweetheart. 

 

Everything in my life supported this persona. My students loved my easy personality. My colleagues admired the way I handled myself in the classroom.



 

But something was always missing. 

 

Like so many relationships before it, my current attempt at love felt like a dead end. When she gave me an ultimatum, I couldn’t promise to give her what she

wanted. 

 

So, she ended it. 

 

Explaining another breakup to my family was the last thing I wanted. But doing it on a luxury yacht at my brother’s wedding lessened the hardship. 

 

I never imagined that trip would change everything... and I certainly wasn’t prepared for him to change everything. 

 

Upside Down is a sister’s best friend, sexual awakening, stand-alone romance that contains adult content.

Heart (Ballsy Boys Book 3)

Author: K.M. Neuhold

How does a guy who vowed not to trust another man ever again end up falling for not one, but two men?

Some people might look down on being an adult star, but this job has been my salvation. It’s the only one that didn’t turn me away when learning about my

criminal record.

After being screwed over by my ex, I vowed to never let another man close, but when my sweet, nerdy friend Mason asks for my help improving his skills in the

bedroom, I can’t resist.

And then there’s my gorgeous yet grumpy parole officer who has made it his mission to save me. They both seem determined to test my resolve, and it’s getting

harder and harder to remind myself why it’s so dangerous to trust.

Heart is an MMM romance and the third book in the sexy, emotional Ballsy Boys series. It can be read as a stand-alone, but it’s more fun reading the series in

order. Contains one dorky nerd, a sexy parole officer, and a man weighed down by his past who learns he’s worthy to be loved.

Ruined: (McIntyre Security Bodyguard Series - Book 6)

Author: April Wilson

Finally! Sam and Cooper's long-awaited story is here... a second chance gay romance, with a guaranteed HEA. 

 

Sam... 

 

Coming out of the closet was easy. 

Falling in love with a man twice my age was not. 

Cooper grew up old-school, hiding his true self. 

He may be the love of my life, but I can’t be his dirty little secret any longer. 

He needs to man up and claim me if he wants to keep me. 

Just when I think we're finally making progress, his past comes back to bite him with a vengeance. 

His old demons might just want to kill him, literally. 

But not if I have anything to say about it. 

I'll gladly bleed for him. 

 

Ruined is book 6 in the McIntyre Security Bodyguard Series, but it can be read standalone. 

 

The series in order: 

 

Vulnerable, book 1 

Fearless, book 2 

Shane, book 2.5 (a novella) 

Broken, book 3 

Shattered, book 4 

Imperfect, book 5 

Ruined, book 6 

 

Coming next: 

Hostage, book 7 

Redeemed, book 8 

...plus a lot more.



 

 

Dear Daddy, Please Spank Me (Naughty or Nice Book 2)

Author: Chara Croft

Dear Santa,

Not sure if I made your naughty list this year or the nice one, but I suppose it doesn't matter since all I want for Christmas is a hot Daddy to spank my

a** until I cream, and that kind of fits either way, right?

Nah, I'm not being greedy. Hear me out. If I somehow made the nice list, then—besides the fact that you should definitely check your algorithms—a

Daddy who can actually help me get my shit together is probably the only thing that will help me stay there. But if you've got me on the naughty list

(and let's be real, I was lying when I said I wasn't sure; we both know you do) then I'm pretty sure I deserve that spanking.

And Santa? Any Daddies you want to send my way can get a free preview of what they’re signing up for on my YouTube channel. Hit me up, and don’t

forget to like, comment, and subscribe. 

JustAPrettyFace

The last thing Jordan Wendt wants is a Daddy. Someone else in his life to come in and tell him what a fuck-up he is, when he’s already perfectly aware? Oh, hell

no. Besides, not to sound shallow—well, maybe a little bit, but just keeping it real—but old dudes just aren’t his thing. Still, when he gets roped into signing up for

the kinky dating app Cuffd and sending a “letter to Santa” as part of a holiday promotion on his YouTube channel, he’s more than willing to play it up. Anything for

more subscribers, you know? Especially since the channel is the only thing he’s got going for him.

Andy Archer is as vanilla as they come. So vanilla, in fact, that he didn’t even realize vanilla was anything but a latte flavor before he accidentally fell down a

Google rabbit hole and ended up fifty shades more knowledgeable than he ever expected to be about the world of kink. And okay, maybe it wasn’t entirely

“accidental,” but when he stumbled across a video of his former high school crush asking Santa to bring him a Daddy for Christmas, Andy is determined to find

out what the heck that means. Because sure, Andy isn’t exactly Daddy material and Jordan has always been a little—okay, maybe a lot—out of his league, but if

there’s ever a time to believe in miracles, it’s Christmas, right?

Dear Daddy, Please Spank Me is part of the Naughty or Nice multi-author series. Each book can be read as a standalone, but there are so many boys hoping that

holiday magic will bring them their perfect Daddy. Why not grab them all?

Dear Daddy, Please Want Me (Naughty or Nice Book 4)

Author: Reese Morrison

Dear Santa,

It’s hard to be a Jew on Christmas. Nobody brings me presents, like sexy Daddies or Peppermint Mocha Frappes (because, let’s be honest, I can totally sell-out if

it gets me peppermint in my caffeinated sugar).

But do you know what I really want for Christmas? I want to know what’s wrong with the app so I don’t have to work on the weekend.

So maybe you can work on that, Santa, for the Jewiest Jew Boy ever?

Love and kisses,

Levi

Saul shouldn’t be attracted to his funny and adorable employee, Levi. He shouldn’t be excited about debugging an error in the kinky dating together. And he

definitely shouldn’t bring him peppermint mocha frappes just to see him smile.

Saul has enough to do with running a company and figuring out his gender transition on the job. But he can’t help wondering what it would be like to hear Levi call

him Daddy.

Dear Daddy, Please Want Me is about an exuberant boy, a reluctant Daddy, the age-old Jewish tradition of Chinese food and movies on Christmas day, and a

happily ever after.

This book is part of the Naughty or Nice multi-author series. Each book can be read as a standalone, but there are so many boys hoping that holiday magic will

bring them their perfect Daddy, why not grab them all?

XOXO, Santa



Author: Spencer Spears

How do you ask your best friend to be your first time?

Blake: What do you do when you realize at age 20 that you might like guys?

If you’re me, you come up with a brilliant and foolproof plan:

Proposition the one gay guy you know to swipe your V-card over winter break.

In my case, that’s my childhood best friend, Henry.

Just one problem—Henry hates my guts.

That’s okay, though, because I’ve got a Plan B:

Download an app, find a guy to hook up with, and figure out once and for all if I’m as gay as my internet search history suggests.

One more little problem—before I can meet the guy I’m messaging online, I have to get through a week’s vacation with Henry and our families.

Henry, who can’t stand me, but who I can’t get out of my head.

Henry, who’s off-limits, but who I maybe kinda sorta kissed last night?

Henry, who’s spending an awful lot of time checking messages on his phone…

XOXO, Santa is a 70,000 word stand-alone gay romance novel with holiday sweetness, first-time steam, and a borderline-unhealthy level of snark. It features

jock/nerd, friends-to-lovers, and online love tropes.

All Kidding Aside: Magical Mates Book One

Author: Macy Blake

Building houses for a pack of orphans might lead one griffin to find his heart’s home.

Victor Eastaughffe knows three things for a fact:

-He does not have a mate.

-He does not like children.

-His duty is to his griffin clan.

When Victor meets Orsen Riggs, a scruffy bear shifter, and little Gus, an orphaned red panda cub, his orderly, structured world becomes messy and chaotic. All

the things he once held true suddenly don’t make sense.

Asked to help the Smith pack navigate the difficult world of shifter politics, Victor realizes he might not know himself as well as he thought. Magic is in the air, and

it’s making him long for things he never wanted before. But duty comes before all else, even at a price Victor no longer wants to pay.

The Vampire's Surprise [Vampire Chronicles 5] (The Stormy Glenn ManLove Collection)

Author: Stormy Glenn

[Siren Publishing: The Stormy Glenn ManLove Collection: Erotic Romance, Alternative, Vampires/werewolves, Romantic Suspense, Paranormal, MM, HEA]

Quinn Anderson just wanted to be left alone. Between his job as a waiter and caring for his three younger siblings, life had not been kind to him. His choice to

warn three vampires of the danger they were in tosses him into the deep end. Suddenly, he's got rogue vampires hunting him, tribe vampires who have

questions, and one man who swears they are mates. After all the years he'd been searching, Dmitri couldn't believe his rajaaka walked into his life to warn him of

danger. When the human runs, Dmitri is hot on his trail, only to discover that Quinn comes with three vampire children and a lot of hatred against vampires. Being

the second in command of a vampire tribe might be a problem. Protecting Quinn becomes his top priority, but getting him and his siblings to safety might be

harder than Dmitri anticipated when every rogue vampire loose in the city seems intent on capturing him. He just can't figure out why one little human is so

important and if he doesn't save Quinn, he may never know. Stormy Glenn is a Siren-exclusive author.

Vespertine

Author: Leta Blake

Can a priest and a rock star obey love's call? 

 

Seventeen years ago, Jasper Hendricks and Nicholas Blumfeld's childhood friendship turned into a secret, blissful love affair. They spent several idyllic months 

together until Jasper's calling to the Catholic priesthood became impossible to ignore. Left floundering, Nicky followed his own trajectory into rock stardom, but he



never stopped looking back. 

 

Today, Jasper pushes boundaries as an out, gay priest, working hard to help vulnerable LGBTQ youth. He's determined to bring change to the church and the

world. Respected, admired, and settled in his skin, Jasper has long ignored his loneliness. 

 

As Nico Blue, guitarist and songwriter for the band Vespertine, Nicky owns the hearts of millions. He and his bandmates have toured the world, lighting their fans

on fire with their music. Numbed by drugs and fueled by simmering anger, Nicky feels completely alone. When Vespertine is forced to get sober, Nicky returns

home to where it all started. 

 

Jasper and Nicky's careers have ruled their lives since they parted as teens. When they come face to face again, they must choose between the past's lingering

ghosts or the promise of a new future.

Merry Cherry Christmas

Author: Keira Andrews

A nice boy gets naughty...

Redheaded freshman Jeremy "Cherry" Rourke is certainly living up to his childhood nickname, although still being inexperienced is the least of his concerns. After

coming out, his parents barely talk to him. He hasn't made any friends at university. Worst of all, he's about to spend Christmas completely alone in an empty

dorm.

Jeremy clearly needs a fairy godfather, so football captain Max Pimenta takes him under his wing to help him find his dating groove. But Jeremy's wound way too

tight. He's too vulnerable. Max can't trust some random guy with him. He needs to take care of Jeremy himself and introduce him to no-pressure exploration. It's

not about romance or feelings—he's just doing the kid a favor.

Max is definitely not falling for this lonely, beautiful boy. No way.

And it's not like he can leave Jeremy all alone for the holidays. He'll bring him home to his family's maple syrup farm—strictly as friends since his parents have

rules. No more fooling around. No more eager, breathless fun. No more making Jeremy shiver and blush with suggestive whispers in his ear. No more

sweeter-than-sugar kisses. All nice. No more naughty.

But Jeremy's sleeping right across the hall, and Max wants him for himself. The twelve days of Christmas will last an eternity if they don't break the rules.

Shhh. No one has to know...

Merry Cherry Christmas is a feel-good holiday MM romance from Keira Andrews featuring a nervous nerd and protective jock, forced proximity, first times, and of

course a happy ending.

Bad Boy Ink (Get Ink'd Book 5)

Author: Ali Lyda

He’s all sharp edges and ready to cut.

Aiden has walls up a mile high and won’t let anyone in.

It’s frustrating.

And challenging.

When we’re paired up to solve a case for our criminal investigation class, it’s the perfect time to get closer.

The project turns hot when one kiss leads to another. And then to more.

I’m ready for something special, something permanent.

Not Aiden. He’s new to relationships and the complications they bring.

When our ambitions clash, it’s my emotions that are in a jumble.

We both want into the FBI. Can I handle it if only one of us makes it?

I can’t believe I’m stuck working with him.

Bryce is too hot for his own good.

And why does he smile so much?

When we’re paired up on a university project, I want to scream.

There’s no way to change it. Well, no legal way. And my hacking days are behind me.

Mostly.

The sparks fly hot and fast as we work together, but Bryce isn’t the guy for me.

I don’t even like him. At all.

But after one smokin’ kiss I can’t stop thinking about him.

Damn it. Falling for a tattoo artist isn’t in my plan.

Good thing I’ve always been terrible at following the rules.



Risk Takers: a touch of taboo (Off Limits Book 1)

Author: Nicky James

One night of reckless fun changed our entire lives.

We didn’t apologize for what we did because we weren’t sorry.

Instead, we kept it a secret.

It was ours, and it was amazing.

We were risk takers and rule breakers, and we weren’t going to let anything stand in our way.

It might have lasted, if not for one tiny lapse in judgment.

After that, everything came to a crashing halt.

It was over. Finished. Done.

Or was that mistake the beginning of something better?

Risk Takers is an MM taboo with content that some people may find objectionable. It is a prequel to Rule Breakers, an MMM taboo. This novella has neither a

HEA nor HFN ending (and doesn’t end in tragedy—despite my reputation—scout’s honor) but acts strictly as prelude to the full-length novel. It is complete in its

own way.

Mr. Big Shot (Suits & Sevens Book 1)

Author: Isla Olsen

Will

Turning up on the first day of a job you desperately need to discover you’ve already slept with your billionaire boss? Yeah, that’s a bit of a conundrum.

Learning he’s a closeted bisexual currently embroiled in a—by all accounts bogus—sexual harassment scandal? That’s more of a fiasco.

But having to sit outside the office of one of the sexiest men alive, day in, day out, knowing there’s no chance of a repeat? That’s what I’d call a disaster.

My sexy-as-hell boss, Spencer Cox, has one rule: no messing around with the employees. And seeing as how I can’t afford to give up this job, that kind of puts

me between a rock and a hard place. A very hard place if you get my meaning…

The way things are going, I’ll be lucky to survive in this job a month.

The Suits & Sevens series spins off from the Love & Luck series, however it is not necessary to have read the Love & Luck books before reading Mr. Big Shot

Hard Knox (Havenwood Book 3)

Author: Riley Hart



Callum

A gay guy walks into a straight bar and notices the hottest man he’s ever seen...

Why am I not surprised my life sounds like the beginning of a bad joke? First, my ex cheated on me, and I went running to Havenwood and the mom I have a

complicated relationship with. Then, there’s Knox, the gorgeous lumberjack I don’t stand a chance with. To top it off, he’s more than just a pretty face, and I start

to fall for him. Knox is kind, funny, honorable, quickly becoming my best friend, and unfortunately, straight with a capital S.

Knox

My life has taken a few unexpected turns lately. First, the new guy in town, Callum, has me strangely confused. Then my son, Logan, comes to live with me. He

connects with Callum instantly, and I do too. Before we know it, he’s become a daily fixture in our lives, making us laugh, calling me his lumberjack and making

this foreign warmth spread inside me.

It doesn’t matter that I’ve never been with a guy before—one kiss from Cal, and it’s clear I’m bi. He turns me upside down. With every laugh, every conversation,

every touch and exploration, I fall harder. Sneaking around isn’t ideal, but there’s a lot for us to consider. All I know is I need him. Life has a funny way of throwing

a wrench into your plans, though, and things become a mess. But then I’m reminded that while nothing in life is guaranteed, not even love, what Callum and I

have built is worth fighting for.

Our Kind of Man: HeavyLoad #4 (HeavyLoad! Series)

Author: JJ Harper

All good things come in threes

Malachi

One guy. Is that so much to ask? All I want is a man to love. I’ve been alone for so long.

I thought I’d found him; only he chose someone else.

Then I see them: two beautiful men, lost in each other. It’s a full month before I see them again. They’re so full of themselves. I shouldn’t want them. I hate myself

for giving in. At first. Because after that one time, I want more. It was perfect.

If only I didn’t now work for them.

Logan and Corey

We’re happy together, deliriously so. Still, we can’t give each other everything we need. And playing with a third isn’t enough. We want more.

Then we see him: snarky, sexy, and beautifully submissive. He gives us one perfect night, and we know we’ve found our man.

If only we can convince him he’s our missing link.

We knew it wouldn’t be easy, but we also knew it would be worth it.

Our Kind of Man is an MMM romance, the fourth book in the Heavyload! Series, featuring a sweet boy who can be as bossy as his masters. Contains some

steamy moments, therefore is recommended for adult readers.

Giorgio (Vigilance Book 1)

Author: Silvia Violet

I’m a sniper. A trained operator. A bodyguard. A member of the elite private security force known as Vigilance.

When my boss’s son acquires a stalker, of course I’m the one he calls to keep the guy safe. Mr. X’s one rule? Keep my hands to myself.

Not a problem.

At least, not until I meet Lane Porter.

He’s gorgeous. Flamboyant. Fascinating. He makes me want things I can’t have. He stretches my self-control to the limit… and then breaks it.

As the threat to Lane intensifies, we’re forced to hide out in a remote, one-bedroom cabin with danger stalking us from all sides, but suddenly keeping the boss’s

son safe isn’t enough.

My new mission is to make Lane mine.

Secret Daddy (Arrowood)



Author: J.R. Gray

I hadn’t admitted to myself that my life was going nowhere until I first had him.

Living back in my small mountain town, in my childhood home, with my older brother, working at the library wasn’t as exciting as I imagined.

That was until a stranger came to the library one night and turned my world around.

Night after night, month after month, I waited for him after dark.

He never let me see his face but he always showed me how well he knew me. No one had ever read my needs so well or pushed me so far and I was in too deep

before I even knew who he was.

I just called him Daddy.

****Secret Daddy is a Holiday MM romance featuring a small town, a librarian, a park ranger, and some forced proximity.

Play Dirty (Wages of Sin Book 2)

Author: Neve Wilder

“When you talk, chaos follows and I forget who I am.”

Madigan has spent his life indulging in the world’s most hedonistic pursuits, his skills as a sharpshooting killer-for-hire paying his way.

Azrael, an assassin referred to as the angel of death, is a chemist and a loner, his poisons as lethal as they are undetectable.

A chance encounter leads to a passionate night and a heated rivalry that spans years, but after they’re both offered a chance at big money by taking out elite

targets on a mysterious hitlist, they find themselves once again in each other's way. And then in each other’s arms.

Trust doesn’t come easily for either of them, but no matter how far they stray, fate always seems to pull them back together. In a profession where your partner is

just as likely to kill you as kiss you, maybe trust is as close to love as they get?

Play Dirty is a steamy, action-packed thrill ride of a romance with a HEA and no cliffhangers. It features two stubborn rival assassins who can’t seem

to stop tempting each other, a bit of knife play, a Die Hard-style Christmas, plenty of dark humor, and true love. Because even assassins deserve their

soulmates. This is book 2 in the Wages of Sin series. Each book will follow a new couple.

Without Fear (Cobalt Security Book 2)

Author: Reese Knightley

Their date turned out to be so much more, but not in the way they’d hoped.

Logan Cobalt rarely dates, but finds himself asking out the elusive waiter at Bailey’s Café. Sure, he has spent numerous lunch hours chatting up the beautiful man

over sandwiches, but nothing has come close to a real date. When Logan finds out Macy’s hiding a secret, he will move heaven and earth to keep the man safe.

After all, he runs a successful security and bodyguard business, so it wouldn’t be hard to issue a protection detail. Would it?

Macy Finch has a secret, and keeping it quiet proves difficult. When Logan Cobalt finds out, Macy gives it up. What he really wanted was to deepen his

relationship with Logan AFTER he took care of some things, not before. But when Logan asks him out on a real date, he just can’t refuse. When things go south,

Macy agrees to temporarily let Logan help. Now, if he could just get the man to realize he cannot be bossed around, they just might make this work.

After all…

Their age difference is irrelevant.

Their income differences are not a factor.

Can the fact that Logan tries to treat Macy like a piece of porcelain glass be a problem?

Bullets fly, traitors emerge, and a bad guy is hot on the trail of a loved one in Cobalt Security book two.

Author Note: Without Fear is the second book in the Cobalt Security series and can be read as a standalone. Previous characters from book one are present, so

while it’s not necessary, reading book one is helpful. Guest appearances by characters from Out for Justice.

*Code of Honor, Out for Justice, and Cobalt Security books are loosely connected.



The Intern : An MM Workplace Standalone Romance

Author: Serena Akeroyd

Devlin 

Sex comes with a price tag. 

One I’m quite willing to pay. 

In fact, I prefer it. 

It’s easier that way, and in my life, I prefer ease. Prefer for most things to be transactional. 

So when the intern disrupts my day, I’m not happy about it. I have a dark and dirty little secret he knows about. One that could destroy my reputation in a world

where reputation is everything.

That makes him dangerous. 

He could ruin me professionally, wreck my life, but the touch of his mouth to mine, the feel of him in my arms—they’re all I can think about. 

I’m intoxicated. 

Drunk on him, when I’ve always been sober. 

Micah

I’m gay. 

The freedom in admitting that is intoxicating. Enough to make me feel drunk with the relief of finally being myself. 

But what feels better?

Devlin. 

He’s my boss. He holds my future in his hands in more ways than he knows, but he isn’t as free as I am. Doesn’t have the same freedom I do to own up to what

he is.

Because of that, I know I’m losing him. 

I can feel us becoming DOA. 

But is he worth fighting for when he won’t admit what I am to him? What we mean to one another?

I guess you’ll have to read on to find out…

THE INTERN is a standalone contemporary MM romance, with an easter egg for fans of Serena Akeroyd’s novels.

Sensitive readers please note, this book includes a graphic rape scene.

His Boy Blue (A Little Bit of Perfect Book 2)

Author: Chloe Gray

A Little Bit of Perfect: Book Two 

 

Blue loves being a little, but he isn't sure if having a Daddy Dom is worth the trouble of finding one. When he meets Zeke at the local BDSM club, he quickly 

changes his mind. 

 

Zeke has been looking for a little of his own for a long time. When he meets Blue, he’s instantly enchanted. After searching for so long, has he found his perfect 

boy? 



This is a light & fluffy 21k novella that includes m/m romance, age play (Daddy/little), cute hedgehogs, one sweet Daddy Dom, and a fairy obsessed little boy. Low

heat; zero angst. While it is part of a series, it can be read as a stand-alone. Previously published on Prolific Works as a short story, this version has an additional

13,000 words. 

By the Numbers (Love Logic Book 3)

Author: K.M. Neuhold

Two hot roommates, minus clothes, plus a drawer full of debauchery, and a WHOLE lot of tension. You don’t have to be a math genius to figure out

the sum of that equation.

They say I’m a super genius, but would a super genius make the outrageously stupid mistake of falling for his roommate?

Out of all the men in the world, I had to go and develop a crush on the one who’s already in love with his best friend.

But when Theo tells me he found my drawer of toys, the only logical thing to do is to offer some no-strings fun.

I’ve read enough romance novels to know this can’t possibly end well, but I can’t seem to stop myself from falling for Theo.

The only question is…

Will he be there to catch me?

***By the Numbers is a low-angst roommates to lovers to HEA story with plenty of heat and lots of swoony moments. It’s the third book in the Love Logic series

but can be read as a stand alone

Bad Habits (Wages of Sin Book 1)

Author: Neve Wilder

Jonah taught Cas a million ways to protect his body but not one to protect his heart.

Smart-mouthed hacker Caspian escaped an abusive home at sixteen. Now he's one of the most sought-after black hat hackers in the world.

Jonah is a ruthless contract killer with only one weakness, the vibrant runaway he took in years ago: Caspian.

But Cas bailed when he turned eighteen, and Jonah has maintained a steady diet of eat, kill, sleep since then.

A threat to Cas's life brings him back years later--not as the boy Jonah remembers, but as a hardened computer hacker with a price on his head and a list of

names everybody wants.

The chemistry between them is as undeniable as it is dangerous.

In a world of secrets and murder, trust is a liability and feelings can get you killed. But Jonah let Cas go once, and he's not willing to do it again. Even if it means

confronting his past, solving a twisted puzzle, and taking out half of New York City's seedy underbelly to keep Cas safe.

Bad Habits is a steamy, action-packed thrill ride of a romance with a HEA and no cliffhangers. It features morally ambiguous men, pancakes drizzled

with snark, chosen family, drive-in movie mayhem, and the kind of love a guy would murder to protect. In short: all the emo, steam, and sarcasm you'd

probably expect from an Onley/Neve collaboration. This is book 1 in the Wages of Sin series. Each book will follow a new couple.

Full Contact (Wrecked: Guardians Book 2)

Author: Kelly Fox

Omar: If that joker doesn’t stop annoying me, I’m going to give that mouth of his something better to do.

The first time I saw Anders F***ing Bash, he was shirtless, armed, and simultaneously the most beautiful and frustrating man I’ve ever met.

He has not gotten any uglier. Or any less frustrating. And today I finally took a swing at him.

Our boss thinks a simple op in East Texas is exactly the thing we need to mend our relationship and restore the team dynamic.

I think two men are driving to the Pineywoods and only one is coming back.



 

Anders: Look y’all—sane isn’t really where I shine.

Does it make sense to mess with the Guardians’ new hired gun every chance I get? No. Does it mean I’m going to stop? Also no.

Honestly, there’s nothing more fun than irritating a sexy grump who can’t stand how pretty I am.

That said...the more I get to know him, the more I realize how much he's hiding behind those walls of his. And this little road trip is the perfect opportunity to

thoroughly explore the real Omar.

I just hope I haven’t pushed him too far this time.

 

Full Contact is a mercenary MM romance set in Austin and the Pineywoods of East Texas. It features smoking hot mortal enemies, a small vehicle fire,

inappropriate bumper stickers, and a couple of alligators named Millie and Dave.

This is the second book in the Wrecked: Guardians Series. Several characters from the Wrecked series make an appearance, but you don’t need to read the

Wrecked series to enjoy the slightly more nefarious Guardians.

Just a Bit Twisted (Straight Guys Book 1)

Author: Alessandra Hazard

Professor Derek Rutledge is hated and feared by all of his students. Strict, reserved, and ruthless, he doesn't tolerate mistakes and has little patience for his

students.

Shawn Wyatt is a twenty-year-old struggling to provide for his younger sisters after the death of their parents. On the verge of losing his scholarship, Shawn

becomes desperate enough to go to Professor Rutledge.

Everyone says Rutledge doesn't have a heart. Everyone says he's a ruthless bastard. Shawn finds out that everyone is right. He strikes a deal with Rutledge, but

unexpectedly, the deal turns into something so much more.

Something all-consuming and addictive. Something neither of them wants.

Just a Bit Twisted is a steamy MM romance novella about a teacher-student relationship.

Just Friends (Never Just Friends Book 1)

Author: Saxon James

Roo 

 

Five years ago, I walked away from Sunbury, Oregon, and left my best friend behind. 

 

The move was supposed to get my life on track. I even had a list. 

 

Life changing epilepsy surgery. Check. 

 

See the world. Check. 

 

Get over my straight best friend … Not exactly. 

 

No matter where I go or who I meet, I can’t let Tanner go. 

 

I’m back to tell him how I feel. To get the closure I need once and for all. 

 

Only now I’m here and falling for him all over again, it’s getting harder to say the words. 

 

Because once I have my closure, I’ll be gone. 

 

And this time it will be for good. 

 

 

Tanner



 

When my best friend, Roo, left for Australia, it was the worst day of my life. 

 

I thought we’d have each other always. 

 

But Roo needed the surgery so I let him go, thinking he’d come straight back. 

 

Five years is a long time. 

 

Now he’s here, all I want is to hold on tight. 

 

I need to show him what he means to me. 

 

The problem is, I’m not exactly sure what that is. 

 

My draw to him has always been confusing and different—everyone in town says so. But I struggle to understand it. 

 

All I know is I won’t survive him leaving again. 

 

And I’ll do anything to make him stay. 

 

 

Just Friends is a best friends-to-lovers romance with an oblivious MC, only one bed, and terrible kangaroo jokes. 

Pretty Baby: Daddy's Boy Book 2

Author: Athena Steller

The Boy

Caleb has been hiding his true self for so long that he isn’t sure who he is anymore. He’s not the brat he portrays. He’s not confident like others think. Caleb is just

a shy boy, who loves pretty things, and animals. No one stays long enough to learn who Caleb really. How could he trust any of them to show his deepest secret?

That is, until one night at the club Caleb finds a Daddy Dom that sees right through his masks. Grant demands things from Caleb that scares him. Has Caleb met

the one Daddy Dom that he can open up to?

The Daddy

The moment Grant spots the vulnerability that Caleb hides so well he’s hooked. He has plenty of experience reading people as a Detective but Caleb is a mystery

in more ways than one. He’s also the sweetest and neediest boy Grant has ever met. Caleb has secrets but Grant will push until all is revealed. Until Caleb is

under his thumb and accepts that he is Grant’s pretty princess.

Pretty Baby is the second book in the Daddy’s boy series by Athena Steller.

This book contains MM sexual content (men having sex with each other), light BDSM elements, a boy wearing women lingerie and a Daddy who loves it, Age

Play, domestic discipline, Daddy/ boy relationship, power exchange, rough sex, phone sex, age gap relations, and naughty times with a giant teddy bear. This

book is an exploration of a relationship between two (Male) consensual adults that are looking for love and acceptance. All characters in sexual situations are

above the age of consent. No cheating or cliff hangers.

Each book in the Daddy’s boy series will concentrate on a new couple although the characters from other books will visit often. The books can be read as stand

alone novels but for better enjoyment it is recommended to read the books in order.

Each book in the Daddy’s boy series ends with a HEA.

***In October 2020 this book, Pretty Baby, was professional edited, revised, and reloaded. No content was changed but the errors from the first upload should be

gone.***

The Other Daddy (Matchmakers Book 3)

Author: Jason Collins

CADE: 

 

Romance is my job, but nothing prepared me for Adrian. 

 

When I developed the dating app Matched, I didn’t do it to meet men—especially since I’m straight. But when my sister sets me up on a blind date and I mistake



Adrian for a woman’s name, I meet a guy who changes everything I know about myself. I land a second date, and the more we talk, the more I want to know him

and his young son. If only it were that simple. 

 

Adrian adopted his son with his late husband, and losing a partner is no easier than being a single dad. He thinks I can’t handle him, and the more I try to prove

him wrong, the more determined he is to be right. He’s not just a friend with benefits to me, but it’ll take something special to prove it. 

 

He’s the first and only man I want. 

 

ADRIAN: 

 

He’s handsome, he’s an incredible kisser, and he’s straight. 

 

Blind dates have never been for me, and when Cade shows up expecting a woman, I write off the night as a bust—until we share a first kiss I’ll never forget. He

doesn’t care that I’m a man, and he’s not scared off when he finds out I have a son. I worry he’s too good to be true. Then I get a wakeup call that brings me back

to reality. 

 

When my son ends up in the hospital, I’m reminded what my priorities are. Even if Cade has realized he’s into men, that doesn’t mean he’s ready to raise a kid

with one. I can’t make the wrong choice. It doesn’t matter how much he’s there for us, or how much my son likes him—or how hard I’m falling for him. 

 

My son can’t lose his dad twice. 

 

This is the third book in the Matchmakers series. It can be read as a standalone with no cliffhanger.

The Gentle Art of Fortune Hunting

Author: KJ Charles

Robin Loxleigh and his sister Marianne are the hit of the Season, so attractive and delightful that nobody looks behind their pretty faces.

Until Robin sets his sights on Sir John Hartlebury’s heiress niece. The notoriously graceless baronet isn’t impressed by good looks, or fooled by false charm. He’s

sure Robin is a liar—a fortune hunter, a card sharp, and a heartless, greedy fraud—and he’ll protect his niece, whatever it takes.

Then, just when Hart thinks he has Robin at his mercy, things take a sharp left turn. And as the grumpy baronet and the glib fortune hunter start to understand

each other, they also find themselves starting to care—more than either of them thought possible.

But Robin's cheated and lied and let people down for money. Can a professional rogue earn an honest happy ever after?

Just a Bit Ruthless (Straight Guys Book 6)

Author: Alessandra Hazard

Stockholm syndrome or love?

When you want someone completely wrong for you…

Luke Whitford has always dreamed of meeting Mr. Right. A hopeless romantic at heart, he dreams of falling in love with a nice man, getting married, and having a

bunch of adorable babies. The problem is, Luke has the propensity for being attracted to men who are anything but nice.

Roman Demidov, a homophobic, cynical billionaire who has a grudge against Luke’s father, is certainly not Mr. Right. Cold, manipulative, and ruthless, he’s not a

nice man and he doesn’t pretend to be.

Luke is fully aware that Roman is all wrong for him. His attraction to the guy is just some sort of Stockholm syndrome; it must be. If life were a fairy tale, Roman

would be the main villain, not the hero.

But even villains can fall in love. Or can they?

The story of a boy who dreamed of Prince Charming and ended up falling for the Beast.

This novel contains derogatory language, mentions of violence, explicit M/M content, D/s, and a happily ever after. Book #6 in the Straight Guys series, but it can

be read as a standalone.

The Deputy and His Enforcer (Kincaid Pack Book 3)

Author: Kiki Clark



A deputy bent on finding the truth and the Enforcer whose job it is to stop him...

Nothing is more important to Marcus Rivera than protecting his pack, so he doesn’t understand why he has the sudden urge to tell a nosy human deputy things

he shouldn’t. Marcus follows the rules. Always. But something about Robson’s scent has him tempted to break them.

The gorgeous red-head Deputy Robson Medina has been following has a secret. He just knows it, and he won’t stop looking until he finds out everything he can

about the alluring man. Even if the idea of Marcus being a criminal seems less and less likely the more Robson learns.

As the tension between them continues to grow, it stokes a fire inside Marcus he’s never felt before. One that’s driving him to trust his wolf’s instincts and release

the stranglehold Marcus has always had on his control. But when Robson gets a painful glimpse of the magical world Marcus lives in, they have to decide how

much they’re willing to risk to have it all. 

The Deputy and His Enforcer is the third book in the Kincaid Pack series and features a wolf shifter in need of a family, a Puerto Rican human with more than his

fair share, furry cuddles, creative mating practices, and a happily ever after.

Reining in the Bad Boy: An MM Romance (The Men of River Gorge)

Author: Jacki James

What kind of loser pretends to have a boyfriend?

Oh, yeah, that’s me, Landon Nichols. I’m the loser. In my defense, I didn’t actually make up a boyfriend. My mom just assumed I had one, and I figured if it made

her feel better to think I had someone in my life, then what could it hurt? Nothing, right?

Until she decides I need to bring my pretend boyfriend home for a visit. I don’t want to lie to my mom, but I don’t want to worry her either. I’m flat out of excuses

and I have no idea what to do.

Then in walks Miller Monroe. Miller has a reputation as a bad boy, so imagine my surprise when he insists on going with me to see my family. But I’m a horrible

liar, and I know I’ll never pull off a fake relationship.

His solution? We’ll date, just as friends, so I won’t be lying. For a guy who is supposed to be terrified of commitment, Miller is awfully committed to making this

fake boyfriend thing work, and now I have a whole new problem…

What kind of loser falls for his fake boyfriend?

The Alpha's Warlock (Mismatched Mates Book 1)

Author: Eliot Grayson

Cursed, mated, and in for the fight of their lives…

Warlock Nate Hawthorne just wants a cup of coffee. Is that too much to ask? Apparently. Because instead of precious caffeine, all he gets is cursed by a pack of

werewolves who want to use him for his magic. Now the only way to fix the damage is a mate bond to a grumpy and oh-so-sexy alpha in the rival pack, who

happens to hate him. This is so not how he wanted to start his day.

Ian Armitage never intended to take Nate as his mate. The Hawthorne family can’t be trusted. Ian knows that better than anyone. The fact that he’s lusted after

the way-too-gorgeous man for years? Totally irrelevant. Ian’s just doing what is necessary to protect his pack. This whole mating arrangement has nothing to do

with love and never will. That’s his story and he’s sticking to it.

Nate and Ian will have to work together if they have any hope of staving off the pack’s enemies and averting disaster. That’s assuming they can stop arguing (and

keep their hands off each other) long enough to save the day…

The Alpha’s Warlock is an explicit M/M paranormal romance featuring a snarky warlock, a brooding alpha werewolf, knotting, enchanted socks (long story), and a

guaranteed happily ever after.

Right as Raine: An Aster Valley Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

Tiller:

As the first openly gay professional football player, I can’t afford to make any mistakes, on or off the field. And the absolute biggest mistake I could make right

now would be to fall for Mikey Vining, my best friend, employee and, more importantly, Coach’s baby boy. I might fantasize about Mikey at night-—every

night—but actually touching him would be a serious personal foul. 

And falling for him? That’s completely out of bounds.



Mikey:

I’ve learned my lesson about falling for one of my dad’s players. They’re a bunch of spoiled jocks with more muscles than brains. I’ve spent years learning to keep

my eyes, and my hands, to myself. But resisting the temptation becomes nearly impossible when Tiller Raine and I end up together in a small cabin in a remote

Colorado town. 

Suddenly, there’s not much to do but look at each other. And talk. And hopefully, hopefully touch.

But what happens when our stay in Aster Valley is over and it’s time to return to the real world? Will Coach blow the whistle on our relationship? Or will Tiller

admit there might actually be something he loves more than football after all?

The Unbreakable B: An Unbreakable Bonds Short Story (Unbreakable Bonds Short Story Collections)

Author: Jocelynn Drake

Take one fabulous hair stylist.

Add a chicken, a robbery, duct tape, and a stripper.

What do you get?

Most likely, it’s a day with the Unbreakable Boys.

B has been cutting Lucas Vallois’ hair for nearly eight years and he finally get his hands on all of Lucas’s friends as they prepare for Ian’s wedding.

It was just supposed to be a day spent with a bunch of sexy men.

How could things go so wrong?

The Unbreakable B is a 15,000 word short story set between Fracture and Ignite that gives a fun glimpse into the lives of all the couples as they prepare for Ian’s

wedding. Get ready for one crazy afternoon!

Daddy's Bite: Paranormal Age Play

Author: Jayda Marx

Nikolai is the master vampire to his coven, in a world where humans and paranormal beings live together in peace...usually. When a pack of rogue coyote shifters

threatens the city, Nikolai answers a call for aid from the local police department; humans are no match for the speed and strength of paranormals. On his

mission, Nikolai stumbles across a young man named Israel who is in need of help and terrified of the world around him. In an instant, Nikolai realizes that this

precious angel is his fated mate; the one he’s bound to love and cherish for all time. Israel is in need of someone to protect and nurture him; he needs a Daddy,

and Nikolai, having waited nearly a millennium for a boy of his own, is his perfect match. Israel feels safe and at peace for the first time in his life as he explores

his little side and places his trust in his vampire Daddy’s strength and care.

**This M/M romance features my take on vampires and other paranormal beings. They share many (but not all) attributes of vampires found in other fictional

works. This world is different from those found in my other paranormal series, and the vampires’ properties differ as well. This low angst book contains insta-love

between fated mates on a fast track romance, steamy scenes and age play between a powerful vampire Daddy and his sweet human little. Thank you for taking a

look and happy reading!

Heartbeat Repeating

Author: E.M. Lindsey

“If he could keep Avery’s eyes on him, just for a few moments, he’d give up everything he had.”

Millionaire Alejandro Santos’ life is defined by three things: money, compulsions, and loss.  And while he has long-since learned to cope with his OCD, he has

never moved on after losing his family.  Grief is his only companion, and he plans to keep it that way.

And then he sees a young college student washing cars for charity in the freezing cold, and everything changes.  Without meaning to, Alejandro stops, and the

next thing he knows, Avery Marshak is signing his name on the dotted line, becoming his new sugar baby.



Twelve months later, and Avery has followed all of Alejandro’s rules to a T.  No touching, no sleeping with anyone, always come when he calls.  But spending a

year without so much as a handshake, and Avery’s starting to feel a little affection starved.  He tells himself there’s no point in hoping this year will be different,

because Alejandro is not the kind of man who embraces change.  

And then his sugar daddy shows up with an offer: stay with me at my penthouse for Chanukah.  

Saying yes is dangerous, because Avery’s heart is a fool and even a single touch will ruin what little progress he’s made in protecting it.  But he also knows he

can’t resist the offer, because what’s a little heartbreak if it gives him a single chance to know the man who’s been keeping himself at a distance.

Avery wants to believe there’s hope—that the miracle of Chanukah is more than lights.  But the more Alejandro opens up, the more Avery realizes this might not

be a beginning, but instead the means to an end.

Will Alejandro be able to let go of his grief and embrace the love in front of him?  And will Avery find the patience to hold on as Alejandro fights to break through

his comfortable routine?  The answer is there, if only they stop to listen, in the echo of their heartbeats repeating.

Heartbeat Repeating is a stand-alone holiday novel with no cheating and a Happily Ever After.

One Time Only

Author: Lauren Blakely

A fiery, passionate forbidden standalone MM romance from #1 New York Times Bestselling author Lauren Blakely...

Ever hear the story about the bodyguard who falls for the rock star?

Yeah, it never ends well.

Each day I remind myself that it's my job to protect Stone. And nowhere in the job description does it say I should lust after the charismatic, charming man.

Especially since we're opposites.

But every night I spend with him the dangerous, off-limits attraction grows more intense.

Until one night in a limo when we combust.

One time only will have to be enough. One scorching, forbidden night.

Because the mistakes from the past are chasing me. And if I give in again, I'll lose everything.

But sometimes you grab hold of the desire. And other times, the desire takes hold of you.

No matter the cost.

ONE TIME ONLY is a standalone MM romance! Devour this MM rocker/bodyguard forbidden romance!

Screwed (Four Bears Construction Book 4)

Author: K.M. Neuhold

I've had my fair share of less than proud relationship moments, but waking up married to my brother-in-law's best friend is a new low. 

 

A drunken wedding to a man who already rejected me once? Check. A hefty bet about how long it will last? Check. My feisty new husband, determined to make 

our friends pay up? Double check. 

 

 

I've never managed to make a real relationship last nearly a year, there's no way Daniel will stick around long enough to win this bet. The only problem is the



longer he stays, the more the lines blur between what's real and what's for show. Does he feel it too or am I totally screwed? 

 

***Screwed is a woke up married, faking it to their friends but also totally hooking up, sweet, STEAMY love story that happens to be the fourth book in the Four

Bears Construction series. There are no bear shifters in this series, only the OTHER kind of bears. 
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